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"Children under the age Of three don't belong in day care!" say sane.
"The. benefits of day care for infants and toddlers Should be available to
all families"-say others. There is currently much debate over the effects
of day care on children under the age of three. But while the debate rages,
mare and more parents are using sane sort of child care arrangement for their
infants and toddlers.*

In this paper, it is not my intention to present the arguments pro and
can infant day care. These arguments arewell documented elsewhere.2 Instead,
I prefer to examine eight different kinds of child care arrangements parents
currently can make for very yang children: live-out caregiver, live-in care-
giver, exchange babysitting, the neighborhood group day care center, industry
or university based group day care center, formal family day care, informal
family day care and the mini-center. I would like to highlight what I see
as the advantages and disadvantages of each arrangement, especially looking
at each arrangement as it relates to sane of the important qualities that
.parents look for in infant day-care. Let us begin with the latter.

Mat does one look for when making child care arrangements for children
under three? Haw does one know when a place or a person is "right"? These
are the kinds of questions that concern parents as they begin to search for
good infant care arrangements. The recent manual, Dar Care: Serving Infants,
lists sane of the important qualities to look for in infant day care: ade-
quatemmishment, protection fran disease, foalsedrelationshipwith a
small number of sensitive adults, including verbal interaction with-an
interested adult, etc.3

Much has been written abcut the importance of a Warm, loving caregiver4
who has had same experience and/or training in taking care of infants, knows
what to expect fran than and really cares about helping than develop. In
this paper, I would like to consider sane of the other necessary features
of child care arrangements for children under three: (1) continuity of care;
(2) safe environment; (3) sufficient consistency in the child-rearing values
of both parent and caregiver; (4) an appropriate degree of stimulation for
the child; (5) opportunities for social play with other children and (6) clear
mechanises for parent control which have the approval of both parent and care-
giver.

CONTINUITY OF CARE

This means an infant or toddler is never (or rarely) cared for by an
unfamiliar person in an unfamiliar environment. It means.that child care
arrangements remain stable over long periods of time and that changes in day
care are "smoothed out" for the child by both parent and caregiver. Continu-
ity of care is usually much sought after by parents. Very young children are

*In March 1967, the number of mothers working full-time or part -time
with children under the age of three was 2,205,000. By March 1973, this
number had risen to 2,572,000 -- an increase of 367,000 children.l
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still learning to trust and just beginning to work out a stable sense of self,
chiefly by developing a deep reliance on a limited number of adults to 'wham
they become very attached. Parents using child care arrangements also go
through a process of developing trust in the caregivers of their children, and
so the continuity of trusted caregivers is important to parents as well. But
changes in child care arrangements are often necessary, especially since child
care programs are so inadequately supported by the larger society. I have
seen children under three weather several of these changes very well, but it
should not be necessary.

SAFETY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Another key element in infant care arrangements is the safety of the envi-
ronment. In my view, a safe environment for a child under three is one in
which any avoidable cause of accidental injury has been discovered and elimi-
nated. Safety is an urgent consideration for children under the age of three.
Accidents are the l ing cause of death for children, and motor vehicle acci-
dents, burns, poisonings and falls are the accidents that occur most frequently
in the one to four year old group.5 Children are especially susceptible to
accidents when a new person has just begun caring for then. A caregiver
(until he or she has been caring for that child for quite a while) simply
doesn't know the child, his climbing habits, what he can easily get into and
what will stop him. Therefore, a day care environment really needs to be scrupu-
lously child-proofed. An Accident Handbook, which has clear guidelines for
making environments safe can be purchased for 350 from theChildren's Hospital
in Boston.6 Parents could use this handbook as a basis for discussion with
the caregiver about safety. The fear of leaving children unprotected in an
unsafe environment is one of the most compelling anxieties that a parent has
about day care. Child care programs could do much more to dispel this anxiety
by clearly explaining the measures they have taken to protect the child's safety.

CONSISTENCY IN CHAD -REARING APPROACHES

Consistency is fairly critical, too. If the parent and caregiver share
enough of the same ideas about raising children, they will be comfortable with
each other and better able to communicate with each other and the child. Con-
sistency in child-rearing values also helps protect the child from confusion.
This need not be a rigid conformity between parent and caregiver on all details
of bringing up children. Even toddlers can quickly adapt to a certain amount

of difference in child-rearing practices. They rapidly understand, for example,
that grandparents have different rules and expectations than parents! But if

a caregiver is convinced that a child must be vigorously toilet-trained before
the age of one or a parent, feels that a child should be gently encouraged to
use the pot after the age of two, everyone concerned is in for trouble.

It helps when parents and caregivers explain to each other their ideas
about bringing up children -- before the child care arrangement is made. Each
can suggest a few bypothetical situations to the other and ask what should be
done in that situation. For example, "What do you believe is the best thing
to do if a two year old is hitting another child? What's the best thing to do
when a toddler refuses to eat? What's your opinion on picking up babies when
they cry?" These sorts of questions can be asked to discover what consistencies
exist in the child-rearing values of both parties -- not to assess whether each
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party has the "right" values. In a child care program where the caregivers
are employees, parents could as). to see copies of job guidelines or job des-
criptions of the caregivers. Or parents could draw up samples of these job
guidelines themselves,7 using then as a basis of discussions with caregivers
about how they view the job.

ADEQUATE STIMULATION

There has been a great deal of concern about the importance of intellec-
tual stinulation in day care environments for this age. This anxiety probably
stems from the research done on the harmful effects on children of sterile
institutionalization, where children were deprived of opportunities to play
with devoted adults, to explore attractive objects and to move about freely
in an interesting environment.8 Quality infant day care programs have
reacted to these research findings by taking great precautions to provide
adequate stimulation for the infants in their care -- a variety of interesting
objects to examine and plenty of nourishing attention from an adult who enjoys
placiing with infants and toddlers.

But an equally essential feature for childrewunder three is the avoi-
dance of overstimulation -- too much handling, too much, commotion, too many
activities going on at once. Sane infant day care programs, overreacting
to the spectre of sterile hospitals, can create environments that just bulge
with novelty,. colors, sounds, textures, toys, displays -- too much for sane
infants, who need a gentler place. The pamphlet, "Do You Need Day Care?"
which can be ordered from the Day Care and Child Development Council of
America for $.25, lists sane useful points to look for when assessing the
degree of stimulatimina day care program for infantsrand helpful information
can also be gleaned from the aforementioned Day Cara: Serving Infants. The
most important thing, I think, is that the degree of stimulation match the
individual child's need and capacity for stimulation and not sane "optimal
level" advocated by persons (like me) who write articles about child care
for infants.

An often undervalued characteristic of a quality infant care arrangement
is opportunity for social play with other children. I don't agree with the
frequently voiced opinion that children under three don't begin to play with
one another until the magic age of three. I've seen infants in group day care
who playfully imitate one another and toddlers who play cooperatively with
toddler friends to wham they are deeply and personally attached. Opportunities
for social play in a child care arrangement doesn't have to mean the constant
companionship of other infants and toddlers. It might mean joining other
chilren in a nearby park or neighbor's home for a few hours a day. Or social
play might take place between an infant and a fascinated five year old who
spends long periods of time encouraging the baby's smiles and enjoyment of
social contact. Child care arrangements, however, that campletely,isolate
children under three from other children (which might, for example, happen
when the infant is cared for by someone who canes into the home) deprive
than of valuable experiences in learning to be a human, that is social, person.
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PARENTS MAINTAIN CONTROL

i'inally, and most important, there is the control that parents exercise
over the child care situation. Parents leaving infants and toddlers in day
care often feel anxious and guilty, especially in this society, which con-
tinues to embrace (despite evidence to the contrary9) the notion that day
care for children under three is "harmful." Even if quality day care for
infants is later conclusively proved to be not at all harmful, infants and
toddlers in day care may develop in undesirable ways, simply because parents
are encouraged to feel 5uilty and anxious about their child care arrangements,
and the chidren will "pick up" on all this worry. We may not knave for sure
exactly what is and what isn't harmful to the developing child, but we can
be reasonably certain that raising a child in a climate of anxiety and guilt
isn't going to do the child much good. Parent who use day care for their
infants and toddlers need to protect thenselves and to be protected from
the easily provoked and excessive anxiety about infant day care rampant in
our society, without dulling themselves into a passive, noncritical accep-
tance of any infant care arrangement that turns up.

This is why parent control of infant care arrangements is so important.
If parentsknow and approve the kind of care and education their children
receive, they will be freer to raise their children in a climate of pisitive
feelings.

Although the importance of parent control is widely recognized, the
reality of parent control is difficult to achieve. Tb my mind there are two
issues that obstruct efforts of both parents and caregivers to establish
parent control. One is the issue of trust; the other is the lack of theo-
retimalmodels that grant both parents and caregivers significant roles in
the child care situation.

Practically speaking, it is the issue of how much the parent trusts the
caregiver that determines how positive the parent feels about the child care
arrangement. In fact, I think the issue of parent control is such a difficult
one to work out because both parent and caregiver assume that the parent should

trust the caregiver. It would be more helpful if just the opposite were assumed:
that parents have not only the right, but the obligation to withhold trust
from a strange caregiver who has just begun caring for their child. Only when
both parent and caregiver can interpret and accept the need for parental con-
trol as part of a parents responsibilities will authentic parent control
exist.

The other obstructive issue is the alienation that the words "parent
control" cause when they are interpreted to mean that parents dictate to
caregivers exactly what should be done, with total disregard for the care-
giver's views or skills. In my experience that is a form of parent control

which is rarely attempted. It is obvious that it just won't work out. Care-

givers, stunted by this indifference to their perceptions, quit. Eventually

the child care arrangement crumbles. Furthermore, very few parents in my

experience want that kind of uneven relationship with caregivers. Often,

however, we get trapped by the industrial enployer-employee model of rela-
tionships between parents and caregivers. Another model, more appropriate

to the child care situation, has rec ently been suggested: the designer-

builder model. Parents are the desiners, caregivers are the builders. I

think this is a truer description of the relationship between parents and
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caregivers. It shags that each has different but equally important areas of
responsibility. Each has a role demanding creative skills. However, in order
for the child care design to be the bast one possible, and for it to be carried

out withMiragrafficulties, the builder (caregiver) is not just the servant
of a parent-created design. Bethel., the builder consults for the designer,
offering ideas based on his/her intimate knowledge of the-prdblens and strengths
the design will present when it is put into operation. iThe.designer/parents
listen to this input with the careful respect that the knowledgeable builder/
caregivers deserve. Although the parents, in view of their ultimate respon-
sibility to the child)make the final decision, this model of parent control
is diagramed more as a cooperative circle than a chain of command.

Whatever form of parent control is finally chosen, it is important for
the parent and the caregiver to agree on the degree of control the parent will
have and the way in which the control will be exercised. Easier said than done,
Ilalow, but the kind of closeness that can develop between parent and caregiver
once this agreement has been reached is enormously beneficial to the caregiver,
to the child's whole5Mily -- and to the development of the child herself.

Keeping in mind these six necessary features of chill care arrangements
for infants -- continuity, safety, consistency, stimulation, social play
and parent control -- I will now look at the different kinds of child care
arrangements mentioned above. Each arrangement has its advantages, and each
has its disadvantages. I have deliberately included suggestions that I
think will help reduce sane of the disadvantages of the different arrange-
ments. This has been done for program operators but also for parents who
are or will be involved in the struggle for better infant day care.

LIVE -OUT CAREGIVER

A frequent arrangement made by parents for their infants is the live-out
caregiver, often called simply "babysitter." Parents voice a preference for
sameone to come into their home, because they feel the infant or toddler can
receive maximum individualized attention and that child care can continue
even if the child is sick, so the parent doesn't have to lose time at work.
This is a considerable asset for parents of infants and toddlers, who contract
on the average of eight to ten infections (some of which can drag on for weeks)
a year.10 Parents also feel the advantage of leaving the child in a familiar
environment that is especially designed and child-proofed for that child, with
the degree of stimulation tailored to that child's individual needs. Same
parents think the child will feel more secure staying in her own home. And
this arrangement is definitely more convenient for the parent -- there is no
packing up of clothes, no trip to the day care center. If the child needs to
sleep a bit late, the parent can let him, without being late for work. Finally,
sane parents prefer this arrangement to day care outside the home because the
role of the caregiver is clearly defined and parents feel they have more right
to explain their wishes about the child's care and to expect that these wishes
will be carried out.

Tb balance these advantages, however, there are sane disadvantages. Chiefly,
the parent can never be sure what is happening while she is away. There is no
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supervision of the caregiver, no one for the caregivert.o turn to 'for advice,
or for the parent to depend on to insure that certain standards are always met.
If a parent enploys the same caregiver for a long period of time, trust can
build up between then, and the parent will feel more secure about predicting
what goes on with her child all day. But continuity of care is quite diffi-
cult to establish with a live-out caregiver, because there's no guarantee how
long the person will stay with the job. Unless one is able to pay the salary
of a mature adult (sometimes as much as $3.00 an hour), it's very hard to find
someone who will Stay for more than a couple of months. There is a further
disadvantage to this type of arrangement: Unless there are other preschool
children at home during the day, there are usually no built-in provisions for
playmates for the child. Finally, the burden of developing a good working
relationship lies entirely with the parent and the caregiver. There is no
third person to help with cammunication, and there are no widely accepted norms
for the kinds of camunication which should take place between then. So if,
for example, a caregiver feels he /she should fully discuss the child's develop-
ment with the parent and the parent feels this is too "private° to be discussed
(or vice versa), there is no person or policy to call upon for support or directior

Same of these disadvantages can be minimized by searching for an older
woman or by advertising for a babysitter through an agency or educational
institution requiring references, by interviewing applicants for the position
very thoroughly. A. guide for such an I.Alterview can be found in a free booklet,
Selecting and Instructing Babysitters." In asking for references, parents,_
can ask specifically for names of persons for wham the applicant has already
provided child care. Calling these former employers to discuss their perspec-
tives on the applicant's child care skills can help the parent make a choice;
but more importantly, if those perspectives are positive, they can provide an
important first boost to the parents' developing trust in their new babysitter.
Parents can also explain very carefully to applicants their ideas about child
care, about relationships between parents and caregivers in this regard. Likely
looking applicants can be asked to cane and spend (with pay) a few mornings
with parent and child. Arrangements can also be made for the caregiver to
take the child regularly to the home of his friends or to nearby parks where
friends play.

THE LIVEr-IN "BABYSilite

This is especially feasible in a town where there are people willing to
exchange child care work for roan and board and perhaps a small salary -- e.g.,
a university town. It has the same advantages as the live-out caregiver, plus
sane. Because the caregiver lives in the same house and shares family life
to sane extent, both the parent and the child can get to knave him/her more
naturally and intimately, and it is easier for trust to develop. The parent
also has ample opportunity to observe how the child and caregiver relate to
one another and so to acquire a better idea of what happens during the day.
Then too, with this arrangement, if the parent needs to go out in the evening,
or to be away for a few days, the child care be left with someone very familiar.

The disadvantages to this arrangement are basically the same as the live-

out caregiver: fewer insurances to quality and continuity of care, unsupported

parent-caregiver relationships. In addition, there is the inconvenience of

having a third adult always there. Many parents consider this a minor incon-
venience , especially if they have plenty of living space or are the kind of
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people who 'don't mind "close living." For the caregiver, too, this kind of
close living can result in a feeling of being trapped -- a feeling which
easily translates into resentment toward parent and child.

When the in-home caregiver is a skilled, reliable and supportive person,
this child care arrangement can be superb. But trying to decide whether
applicants have these qualities is.a capricious venture. lbw does one know
what to look for? How can one be sure? These are the questions that plague
parents looking for"sitters." Moreover, the skilled in-home caregiver is
very difficult to find. I've known parents who have spent months advertising
for the right applicant. Four-C's and other coordinating agencies or community
referral services could help by maintaining a job "clearinghouse" for in-home
caregivers, so that parents could place one call to get the names of several
applicants. It would help even more if the community referral service could
do a preliminary screeningcf applicants -- perhaps an initial interview and
checking of references. A guide for further mutual interviews of parents and
caregivers, together with suggestions for developing good working relationships
wild also be helpful.

Finally, with the in-home caregiver arrangement the possibility for
developing underlying competitive feelings between parent and caregiver is
enhanced. Often the most ideal in-home caregiver is-the mature woman whose
awn children are grown, who "misses having babies around" and prefers child
care above any other job. This is the kind of person most likely to stay with -

the job and really give competent, loving care. However, a caregiver like this,
who has had years of child care experience, is likely to feel that she knows
more about raising children than the young parents of the child. And often,
she really does know more. Sometimes, particularly if she stayed home with her
awn children when they were small and she is feeling a little sad over the
"loss" of her own children to adolescence or adulthood, she is inclined to
look upon the child she cares for as really "her" child. The vulnerability
of the in-home caregiver arrangement to this kind of competition, however, can
be offset by "screening out" in the interview process the applicant who never
volunteers her own opinions, never asks for the parents' response to those
opinions and never solidits parents' views on child-rearing. Parents can

explain to caregivers (and then carry out) their cooperative approach to child
care and their willingness to draw upon the skills of the caregiver. Care-
givers in any child care situation can see themselves as playing a family-
supportive role (rather than "substitute mothers "). They can use their skills
and experience to buoy up the parents' sense of confidence in themselves and
to "cement" the parents' attachment to their child. When this supportive

perspective is adopted, the in-home caregiver, with the intimate knowledge
of the family's strengths and needs derived from day to day contact has in my
experience the greatest potential of any infant care arrangement for helping
parents get started on a healthy and mutually satisfying relationship, with their
infant.

-7-
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EXCHANGE BABYS1TUNG

A third arrangement, "exchange babysitting," when two neighbors take turns
caring for each other's children, is obviously not feasible :Alen parents work
full-time. It is possible when parents are away only part-time. There are
distinct advantages to this arrangement: It is free, and one can leave one's
child in the care of other, familiar parents. Same parents feel much more
secure because the caregiver is both familiar and a parent. Also, one can
provide social play experiences for one's children by exchanging with a neigh
bor who has children in the sane age range. Now, the disadvantages: It is

usually an unstable arrangement as neighbors move or work schedules and child
care needs change. Jealousy can be another problem. Tbddlers especially can
refuse to accept the idea that parents should care for other children; and
although this simulation of sibling rivalry may ultimately benefit the child,
same parents find it frazzling and eventually destructive of the "exchange."

Finally, with this .arrangement, although most parents can influence,
they cannot control what happens to the child during the day. Indeed, since
this arrangement is usually a gesture of friendship bet it two neighbors,

parents fear that voicing an objection will be contrued as personal criticism
and may motivate the criticized neighbor to end the exchange. It helps if two

friends begin with the "contract" to express complaints, ask probing questions
about child-rearing beliefs, etc. and.in general communicate honestly -- but
this is difficult in practice. People in our society are deeply accustomed
to thinking that the right to control the activities of another person is
present only when money is exchanged.

NEIGHBORHOOD GROUP DAY CARE CENTER

A child care arrangement fa:: children under three that is finally emerging

from the shadows is the neighborhood grclp day care center. It is also the kind

of day care that is popularly considered the least suitable for infants and

toddlers. Yet this arrangement has very distinct advantages, chiefly that it
is more feasible to provide continuity of care, to design anlmaintain a safe

environment, and it allvesfor greater parent control.

It would almost never happen that an infant in a group day care center
would be suddenly left alone with a strange new person -- and this is a big

advantage over the other kinds of child care arrangements. This continuity

is insured because there are a number of adults caring for the children. The

infant or toddler can become attached to, but exclusively dependent upon, one

adult. If that adult is sick, goes on vacation, or has to leave the job, there
are still other familiar adults surrounding the child, and the environment

remains the same faMiliar situation.

With regard to safety, a day care center, unlike a home, can be especially
designed or renovated with infants and toddlers in mind, so it is less likely
to have the long flights of stairs or the easily accessible poisonous substances

and sharp objects that one finds in homes.

The environment of the day care center, if it is of adequate size, can
provide space and equipment for vigorous indoor play (riding tricycles, climbing,
etc.) which is especially valuable for toddlers during bad weather months.

Thirty-five square fed:per child is the minimum space required. My personal

feeling is that seventy square feet per child, distributed over several small
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rooms or enclosed areas, will allow the toddler to discharge the energy that
otherwise builds into egression and at the same time create feelings of inti-
mate, warm space. One open roan does not allow for the fact that children
under three have widely different sleeping schedules -- some children will
need to be sleeping while others are at play.

Obviously, group day care offers extensive opportunities for social
play. Infants can observe each other for long periods of time, reach out and
touch one another, explore similar objects together. Sane of the most highly
developed social play in infants that I've ever seen has taken place in group
day care.

One other major or minor advantage to group day care, dependent on one's
perspective: It is the child care arrangement most likely to attract male
caregivers. Sane parents feel that this is most important for children from
fatherless homes, while other parents feel it is good for all children to
see men taking care of little ones.

Finally, and to my mind the most important advantage of an infant day
care center is that it can be designed (or redesigned) to allow for mach
parent control. A day care center is much more of an open, public environ-
ment than a home. This means that both the safety of the environment and the
behavior of the caregiver are more open to the scrutiny of parents and caw-
Inanity, visitors who cane to the center. The parent then doesn't feel as
completely dependent on the good intentions or degree of expertise of the
caregiver. The public eye is another insurance that the child will receive
good care. This kind of "informal supervision" is especially likely to take
place in a "tight" came pity, where neighbors ;allow one another and the care-
givers live in the community and associate with the parents on a neighborly
basis. Parents in these communities feel pretty confident that someone will
inform than if their child is neglected in any way. Obviously, Eri61-nformal
supervision" can sometimes irritate parent-staff relations, but it can also
be used to improve the quality of the care and offer parents a peace of mind
that is more difficult to achieve in other child care arrangements.

The open environment of a day care center also allows parents (even in
a center not controlled by parents) to came and observe what iappens to children
there. I would strongly discourage the use of any center which does not invite
parent observation. Parents who come to observe may not see how the caregivers
relate to their children, but the parent can see how children are treated in
general anag67get a better idea of howl= child will be handled when she is
away. The ideal situation for the parent is to have a "one-may" observation
arrangement so the parent can observe the child without being seen -- a tremen-
dous educational experience for parents. Caregivers sometimes feel that the
one-way observation creates a fishbowl atmosphere for people working in the
program, although this happens less in a program that adopts a cooperative

model of parent control.

In addition to permitting parent observation: group day care has more
visible and more straightforward mechanisms for exercising parental influence
than many other child care arrangements. Because the teacher is responsible
to the director and the director to the board, the parent can find out who to
go to and has several options available when she wants to make a suggestion or

voice an objection -- and this can reduce the strain on the parent-caregiver

relationship. Also, policies about child care tend to be articulated, perhaps
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even printed in a pamphlet for parents, which rakes it easier for the parent to
initiate discussions, make comments, or ask questions about the care the child
is receiving. Furthermore, the open environment of day care classroans, com-
pactly situated in one building, permit closer supervision of the caregivers,
with the result that the director is more conversant with teaching styles, etc.
and this better able to discuss each child's day care experience with the
parent.

Obviously, these advantages of parent control can be multiplied when the
actual policies about child care are maw by a board or committee controlled
by elected representatives of the parents. Wen parents are responsible for
making these decisions, both the process of "hashing out" together the goals
of the program endive/ they can be achieved, and the final result, the actual
policies which guide the daily decision-making at the center, help parents
to feel not only that they can control what happens to their children in their
absence, but also to feel more secure in making the daily difficult decisions
about bringing up children. And it has been my experience that when the parents
feel camfortable and sure that they are providing well for their children in
their absence, the moments of separation can be positive ones, sources of
strength and growth for both parent and child.

Continuity of care is a real advantage to group day care only if the
infant care center is a fairly stable institution. So parents would do well
to inquire how many years the center has been in operation, the source of funds,
any current financial problans, approximatelyhm long the teachers remain on
the job, etc. Most parents, however, if they have the option of group day
care at all, will have to make a decision on a new center with fairly uncer-
tain sources of money -- possibly an unstable situation, but possibly not,
especially if the parents using the center are determined to insure its sur-
vival.

Continuity of care is also disrupted if an infant care center bars entry
.to sick children, believing that the admission of even mildly sick children
will spread infection and cause epidemics. There is same evidence that con-
tests this belief, and proposals have been made for adding a medically staffed
sick bay component to grow p day care that has been computed to add $2.36 a
week to the cost of care.12 Many people (andmarlywarking parents, too) are
opposed to the idea that parents could leave sick children in day care centers.
Naturally there can be no case made for accepting children in day care with
highly contagious disease. But there are many less serious, less infectious
illnesses. And many parents will lose their jobs if they miss too many days
at work. Infants and toddlers especially (who have the highest frequency
of minor, illnesses) are also very disturbed by being in day care one week,
at home the next, back in day care for a few weeks, etc. They like their
routines maintained. I have seen infants and toddlers, who, if they are
not unccm5ortable, seem to enjoy being in day care with all their friends,
watching the activity from a comfy corner or a cot, children who at bane
would probably be bored or cranky. So, although attitudes vary greatly
among parents, the automatic exclusion of all sick children fran infant day
care can cause much hardship to some families and so constitutes one of the
strongest disadvantages of group day care for infants.

Perhaps the chief reason why group care for infants has earned such a
"bad image" is that if certain conditions aren't met, group day, care can
have a powerful negative impact on very young children. A most critical
condition is the ratio of caring adults to children. If, for example, there
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are more than four infants to a caregiver, the child can get "lost in the
crowd." EVen with an adult-child ratio of one to four, the best infant group
care centers further protect the child 'by "attachment grouping" -- they assign
four children (usually on the basis of mutual liking for one another) to
each adult and expect that adult to be chiefly responsible for the care of
these four children. This gives the child an "emotional anchor" in the
roan while allowing him to make attachments to other caregivers also. It
permits the caregiver to be closely involved in the development of all four
children, rather than just superficially involved in the development of all
the children. And it encourages greater accountability to the parent. The
parent knows who to go to when she wishes to exchange information or explain
a problem that specifically affects her child. The caregivers know that they
will only have to describe to four parents the child's day in the center, and
this permits closer observation of the children and more personal teacher-
parent relationships to develop.

The bad effects of group care for infants will be felt if the space in
the center is very small and sterile, with few toys, bright colors or happy
faces. Babies need to be handled and talked to; they need different things
to look at and touch. Without these, their developing intelligence, even
their total bodily well-being, is endangered. However, another danger inherent
in group care is overstimulation -- just the opposite of what most people
expect from group day care. There can be too much activity, too much noise,
too frequent interaction with too many other children. Small babies are
capable of simply falling asleep when this happens. But older babies and
toddlers don't have this protective device. I think a child (especially a
child who becames quickly fatigued or irritable when there is too much stimu-
lation) can develop habits of "screeing out stimuli" which can turn into
antisocial habits -- fussing, withdrawal, fixation on toys, etc. This
possibility of overstimulation increases if the center opeates on the theory
that "if one educational toy helps a child develop then fifty educational
toys are even better." Middle class centers, like middle class homes, are
especially susceptible to this philosophy. Many children (especially from
one-child families) do find the stimulation a bit overwhelming at first and
than simply adapt to it and enjoy it, so parent and teachers do need to take
sane time before concluding that a child is being overstimulated. And day
care centers can protect the child by providing places where the child can
be alone -- an extra "guest roan" or enclosed corner, a playhouse. or even
cardboard boxes.

It is also undesirable if infants and three to five year olds are cared
for together in the same space. Simply by nature of their vigorous play with
one another groups of five year olds can be downright dangerous to infants,
who phould,I3e caredjor in a separate space. Interaction with older children,
as difficult as it is to achieve in group day care, is beneficial to infants.
But, when older preschoolers are being cared for nearby, it is more desirable
to arrange for one to two of the "big kids" to take turns acting as helpers
in the infant space.

If there are just too many children in a center, it can be a bad environ-
ment for infants. The larger the center, the more difficult it is to administer.
This creates staff tensions and a tenser atmosphere all around. Sane people
consider the ideal size for a day care center for three to five year olds to
be thirty to forty children.13 I think an infant day care center should be
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no larger than twenty children. Day Care has many operational difficulties,
and a conscientious day rare director is thoroughly wearied by the responsi-
bility she carries for the quality care of not one but twenty infants. My
observations have led me to believe that the average stay for a program
director is two, maybe three years. Many day care directors leave after one
year. I think day care directors would stay with the job longer and provide
better care if day care centers were smaller and more manageable.

One other disadvantage to group care is that same day care centers are
inclined to really ignore the nutritional needs of children in the interests
of econany or "efficiency." This can happen in any child care arrangement,
but the tenptation is stronger in group care, where there are large numbers
of children to Prepare food for. Sane centers succumb to the temptation and
cater in or cook cheap, quickly prepared canned foods which are often very
high in starchy carbohydrates and very low in protein -- the creamed !chicken"
on toast, spaghetti with infinitely teeny (meatballs" type of menu. As
nutritional research is beginning to demonstrate the relationships of not
only good health but developing intelligence to the inadequate nutrition
in a very young child's diet,14 day care centers, especially those that
care* for children under three, do a great disservice to the children in their
care if they use these starchy foods.

Finally, the foremost disadvantage of the infant care center will always
be the cost: $50 to $60 per week per child in 1973, at least in urban centers.
According to a Massachusetts survey, few parents are prepared to pay more than
$20 a week per child,15 ,hich leaves a substantial amount that would have
to be subsidized by private and/or government sources. We have seen had
"eager" these sources are to pay for infant day care, so it will be a long
time, I fear, before group day care for infants will be a realistic option

for most people.

Parents do need to be well informed when they are in the process of
selecting or creating an infant care center. Group care for infants is like
the proverbial girl with the curl in the middle of her forehead -- when it
is aood, it's terrific; and when it's bad, it's just awful. There are

pamphlets which parents can use to help than evaluate an infant care center.16

That, in my opinion, is what we should do with the infant day care center --
evaluate it critically, not just write it off. We need to look carefully

at the potential that group infant care has for offering stable, safe and -

parent - controlled care of a very high. quality.

WORK -BAShM GROUP CARE

In descriptions of group day care for infants, one often sees recommended
that the day care center be established at the parent's place of work or study.

The advantage most often attributed to this particular child care arrangement
is that the parent can visit the child several times during the course of

the day, the mother can nurse her baby, etc. This may be a distinct advan-

tage for nursing infants and older children, but once an infant has begun

to experience separation anxiety, frequent daily visits by the parents may

be more painful than anything else. It is painful for toddlers to know that

the parent is nearby but still inaccessible. For children who have not mas-

tered the process of separation, there are few benefits to this arrangement.

Sane parents do prefer to have infants close by, not because they intend to

visit than frequently, but because they feel more secure knowing that if
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anything should happen to the child, the parent could be there in a few minutes.
The other advantage to this arrangement is that work-related day care is more
likely to adapt to a parent's "unusual" work schedule than a neighborhood
center -- a hospital day care center might arrange its schedule around nursing

shift requirements, etc. However, apossibledisadvantage to this arrangement
is distance frail home to center. If the distance is far, and especially if

parents have to use public transportation, many parents are reluctant to use

work-based day care.17 Highly understandable, especially when you consider

. that the transportation would have to be utilized during rush hours.

FAMILY DAY CARE

While group day care for infants meets with disfavor, one reads continually
that family day care is the preferable child care arrangement. Like any other

child care situation, however, fanny day care has both advantages and disadvan-

tages.

The advantages of family day care stem from its home environment and its

snail group of children. Both features provide a unique stimulus to intellec-

tual, emotional and social development in very young children. Both features

pramote a special, intimate relationship between parent and caregiver.

The home environment, in its internal design, its relations with the

outside world, and its casual "curriculum," has much to offer. Homes are

powerful learning centers for children under three. Even the most austere

homes will usually have a variety of objects for infants to look at. Homes

also have educational "equipment" with special appeal to toddlers -- cupboards

that open and close; couches to climb on, chairs to hide behind and play

"house" or "train" with, the versatile pots and pans, etc. In addition to

these open-ended creative play materials, the physical layout and the casual-

ness of the home really lend themselves to the free play so valued by early

childhood educators. It is perfectly cammonplace, for example, to find same

children in a day care home playing with water in the kitchen, while others

look at books in the living roan and still others put together puzzles in the

bedroom. With toddlers, especially this sort of "spreading out" over several

roams can greatlyredrce the conflict over toys that otherwise arises. Although

it is possible to find regimentation if the day care mother is inclined to be

that way, the informality of the home and the small group really work against

regimentation.

Then, too, the day care home provides real life encounters with the

neighborhood. '"he family day caregiver takes the children to the bank, the

post office, the grocery store -- not for a field trip, but because it is

necessary for the caregiver to go. Repairmen, deliveryen (or women) cane

to the home because it is necessary to make repairs or deliver goods. This

is a very realistic way for children to learn what neighborhood resources

are all about.

Of course, these educational advantages of family day care multiply

when the day care mother is "turned on" to all the powerful learning oppor-

tunities that the home environment offers and know how to "turn on" babies

and toddlers to these opportunities, too.

The bane environment of family day care also makes it easier for sane

parents to keep informed about the child's activities during the day. Many
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parents see the day care home as offering the same kinds of familiar experiences
that they themselves would offer if they were home. They understand what..the
daily routine of a household is like, and so they feel attuned to the child's
daily experience. Many parents feel better acquainted, with the child's day
care 'experience ina thane than they would if the child went to a center with
a highly polished curriculum.

In part, this feeling of familiarity derives also from the kind of rela-
tionship between parent and caregiver that is encouraged by the home environ-
ment. Opportunities for informal communications are readily available, of
course, since the caregiver is the one who opens the door, both at morning
and at night. Sane family day care mothers, particularly when they are close
neighbors, invite parents in for morning or afternoon coffee and discuss the
child then. In addition, many parents and family day care mothers feel free
to call one another at home, nights and weekends to discuss the child care
arrangement -- freer than in a parent-teacher situation, where the parent
usually doesn't even know the teacher's home phone number.. And undeniably,
the fact that the caregiver is not perceived, as a formal "Teacher" with a
capital T, but (usually) another parent or a grandparent, leading a life
similar to one's own, tends to make it such easier for parent and caregiver
to talk to one another.

The small size of the group cared for in a day care home also has advan-
tages. In the group of no more than five or six children, for example, mixed
aged grouping can workverywell. There is a special opportunity for social
play among children of quite different ages. Toddlers can (and do) develop
intense attachments to the older children in the hams and learn much fran
then. An older child might be the protected "baby" of his family, in his
own house -- but the protective big brother in a family day care home. The
fact that children of all ages can be cared for in one small group makes it
possible for siblings to be placed together, except when the number of children
in a day care home almost reaches the legal limit. It should be said, also,
that many day care homes understandably prefer not to care for infants and
older children together, since infants often nap while older children are up,
and then wake while preschoolers nap, making it very difficult for the day
care mother to get out of the house with the children.

The small group centered around one caregiver also makes it possible for
the infants and toddlers in a day care home to form attachments to all the
people in that home. In a day care center, babies will select out fran the
larger group a smaller number of people to wham they get attached. But family
day care offers the child that special sense of close togetherness that is
commonly found in bi4-families.

The-small group offers measured amounts of stimulation. Overstimulation
is rarely a problem in family day care. Rather, the day care bane can offer
just the right rhythm for children under three and with built-in escape hatches
besides -- there's always a cosy corner behind the easy chair or another roan
to migrate to when one want to be alone.

Finally, with regard to continuity of care, day care homes which permit
children to came with minor illnesses avoid that week-by-week disruption
of care so canton in winter months, when colds are frequent. Sane family
day care mothers, however, anxious about the health of their own children,
are very strict in their rules about illness and day care.
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As with other child care arrangements, however, there are disadvantages
also to family day care, chiefly that it has difficulty providing continuity
of care, safety of the environment and visible, supported mechanisms for
parent control. Several new developments in family day care, including
informal organizations of day care mothers and family day care systems (or
networks of hares administered by a central day care agency) have emerged to
deal with sane of these disadvantages.

The high turnover rate among day care mothers threatens continuity of
care for infants. The day care mother in Pasadena, California, averages
between $75 and $100 for a fifty-hour week, before paying ses for food,
toys, and other items needed for the childreiTIR-Ner care. She is also
often isolated in her awn bane, away faun other adults. When this is the
case, women are unlikely to stick with this job for very long. While the
turnover rate can be high in a day care center also, the child is not as
dependent on the one adult as he is in family day care. When the family
day caregiver quits., the child must be moved to an entirely different home
with a new caregiver. Moreover, when a family day caregiver goes on vaca-
tion or even gets sick, the children in her care will usually have to be
placed in another home with a different caregiver. This means not only an

unfamiliar person but an unfamiliar environment as well.

It is my impression that the turnover rate in family day care is less
when the day care have is established in a real neighborhood, where people
know each other and help each other out. In neighborhood family day care,

the caregiver feels less isolated. Indeed, in sane communities, the neigh-

borhood family day care mother is identified and respected as someone very
important to that community. In neighborhoods like these, day care ucthers,
whether they belong to a day care system or not, get together often with

children in tow during the day, independently in the evenings. In good
weather, they meet each other in parks; in bad weather, several day care
mothers might arrange to bring their children and meet in a roan in a nearby

church, community center or part-day nursery school. If affiliated with a

day care organization, they might get together for inservice training or
planning sessions. They help each other look after the children. They
give each other ideas for play materials, recipes and safety devices. This

sharing of the job makes it a lot more enjoyable, and day care mothers work-
ing with this sort of community support tend to stay with the job longer.
Also, in.avery practical way, this kind of.close association among day
care mothers often means that when a child's caregiver is sick or on vaca-
tion, another day care mother familiar to the child will probably be willing

to offer the needed temporary care.

Besides striving to promote mutual help among day care mothers, day care
systems add other ways to reduce the isolation of day care homes. In bad
weather or when sleeping schedules conflict, it is difficult to get to the
outside with four or five small children (as in a high-rise apartment). The

caregiver may not be able to get out of her home at all. Consequently, she

spends ten or eleven hours a day without any adult company. A day care sys-
tem can train substitute day care mothers and assign them to day care homes

as aides when they are not needed to substitute. Each aide/substitute should

be assigned to five homes and visit each home for a regular day of the week,

so:they can get to know the children. Then if a substitute is needed in

any of those five banes, sameone familiar to the children can step in. Or,

some systems place two caregivers in the same home caring for a group of
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eight or nine children. Placing student teachers or volunteers in day care
homes also helps and provides the day care mother with a link to available
educational resources and sometimes an extra source of play. materials. Any
links to educational institutions should be encouraged as antidotes to the
"dead end" nature of the job.. That lack of future also contributes to the
turnover rate. College training (adapted to family day care) will help
improve the skills of the caregiver and her enjoyment of her work; and it
will give a career ladder direction .L-o the work

Finally, day care systems rust make sure that caregivers receive the
consultation through a personal visit at least once a week and by telephone
more often, from early childhood educators, social workers and medical per-
sonnel that constitutes one of the chief advantages of a family day care
system. These special supports will help reduce the turnover rate, making
family day care more stable and better able to provide continuity of care.
In the meantime, since the day care system is administered generally under
policies designed to maximize continuity of care, the parent can inquire
about these policies: what the caregivers are paid, what provisions are
made when the caregiver is sick or away, what happens to the children if
the caregiver leaves the job, haw many times a month consultants and/Or
supervisors visit day care homes, how often do day care mothers get together,
the average length of stay on the job for a caregiver.

With regard to safety of the environment, family day care hares, simply
because they are homes, have difficulties. %pommy homes are littered with
safety hazards -- cleaning fluids stored in low cabinets, uncovered outlets,
medicines within easy reach. Many of us have had the frightening experience,
even when our homes are safe, of finding our toddlers in extremely dangerous
predicaments. These experiences condition parents to be quite anxious wh
leaving a child in any out-of-home environment. But a private home permits
less open inspection by parents. For example, a parent using a day care
home would not feel free to ask to see the bathroom. But that sane parent
might very well be at work worrying about where the razors or the baby aspirin
are kept in that bathroom. This anxiety is compounded when the topic of
safety is undiscussed, as sometimes happens because the parent is afraid of
offending the day care mother. Remembering not only their rights but their
responsibilities towards their children, however, parents can and should feel
free to ask any caregiver, even someone giving care in her own home, about
her safety habits -- and to ask that an unsafe condition be changed. It
really helps when the family day care mother takes the initiative, conducting
a "tour" of her home for the.new parent, pointing out what she does to insure
safety in the same way she explains what she des about a nap or discipline.
Perhaps a written list of safety practices used by the caregiver could func-
tion as a basis for .discussion. For people who don't customarily use "lists",
a thorough discussion can suffice. Often, in a day care system, parents will
feel freer to approach one of the administrators or consultants to the child's
day care home, asking than to explain what the safety practices area This is
fine, especially in the beginning stages when parent and caregiver may feel
uneasy with each other; but direct conversation between parent and caregiver
can also be encouraged. Finally, one of the distinct advantages of a day
care system (as compared to an independent unlicensed day care home) is that
parents know the caregivers have all had their homes inspected for safety by
licensing officials. FUrthermore, caregivers receive initial and ongoing
support for the demanding but necessary task of daily "child-proofing" of
the home environment.
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Besides safety, there are other potential problems when one is dealing

with a home environment. An urban home is less likely to offer lots of

open space for vigorous activity. If there is no readily available play

yard, this lack of space for active play can be a real problem. This is

a problem that urban parents have fonfronted for years, however, and a

parent can ask (and offer suggestions abaft) provisions for active play.
indoors. A family day care system or organization can design workshops
in which day care mothers share ideas for ways to_provide for active play
despite the restrictions of apartment living.

Also with regard to homes, there is less likely to be "messy" play
than in environments designed for quick and easy clean -up. This can be a

major or minor disadvantage to parents. Some parents even may consider it

an advantage!

Amore serious difficulty with the home environment is how it affects

parent-caregiver relations. The private nature of the home, closed to the
public eye, creates sane of the sane insecurities that parents feel about

the in-home caregiver. An independent family day care home has no third-

party assurance that certain standards of care will always be met. TO
minimize this disadvantage, parents can use the ideas suggested in the
discussion on in-home caregiver -- searching for a familiar neighbor, care-

ful interviewing of potential day care mothers, checking of child care

references, observation of the child for the first day or two in the day

care bone, etc. Family day care systems, with a program of at least weekly

supervision visits and daily supportive contacts, can greatly help allay

sane of these parental anxieties.

Nevertheless, even the family day care home in a system will still have

a special set of problems with regard to parents. Like any other adult,

the caregiver is usually inclined to regard her home as the place for her

autonomous existence. This can strain the parent-caregiver relationship.

It is one thing for the parent to criticize the !management of a day care

center and quite another a day care home -- and yet the management of both

affects the child's well- being. The relationship is further complicated

by the fact that many caregivers in this particular field are also mothers.

As mothers, they are vulnerable to the interpretation that a parent7iTli5k-

tion to a particular child care technique is a personal criticism of the

way the caregiver is raising (or has raised) her own children. This sensi-

tivity goes both ways, of course. .Same parents, especially when they are

still developing strong attachments to their infants, feel rather threatened

by all this emphasis on 'bother" and " family." This plus the fact that-

parent-caregiver interaction usually takes place without the support of

a third person (program director, consultant, etc.) who could help to

objectify the situation, makes the parent-caregiver relationship marshy

ground indeed.

Family day care needs to reexamine this problem. I think it would

help if everyone involved with family day care -- parents, caregivers,

day care system consultants -- thought of the day care home or perhaps

several rooms of the home as an "open home" -- an environment that is both

public and private. perhaps Maria Montessori's idea of the "socialization

of the home" -- neighborhood places that are extensions of the hone, exten-

sions that exist for the benefit of the neighborhood -- would be helpful

here. In addition, the role of the family day caregiver must be much more

carefully defined by all, without losing the individual style which each
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perece brings to the job. I think a new title is needed for the family day
caregiver, one that would threaten parents less and more clearly describe
all the things that saneone caring for children in her own home does.

Cannunication problems between parents and caregivers are more quickly
resolved when the day care system has hired a coordinator who can act as
objective third party. Also, besides indiviaml talks between caregiver
and parent, all the parents using a day care home could sit down frequently
with the day care mother and, as a group, discuss their goals for the chil-
dren in this day care home -- their concerns, the objections, etc. Parents
considering family day care within a system would find it useful to think
out carefully what they want in a day care home and to visit a bane several
times with the child, so theylambothWhat they value and what is likely
to happen in a day care home. Sane systems or referral centers send parents
cut to look at three or four day care homes with a copy of "Do You Need
Day Care?" This helps the parent to clarify in his/her mind what is impor-
tant in a day care home to that parent. Also, the day care system could give
parents a copy of the job descriptions of the fanily day caregivers (as well
as same written guidelines detailing parents' responsibilities). These could
form the basis for a more open "contract" between parent and caregiver and
for a fruitful development of trust, by helping then establish exactly what
they will expect from one another.

Besides the issues of autonomy of the home and the role of the care-
giver, there are others which may muddy the parent-caregiver relationship.
Brie is the sensitivie area of people's deep-seated feelings about appropriate
sex roles. Many mothers feel doubly guilty leaving their children with
another mother. In a culture that emphasizes the idea ofmother-at-hame,
the worICEXTREther is vulnerable to the feeling that the fanily day care-
giver is "better," "more of awonan," etc. On the other side of the fence,
the family day caregiver, especially when she has younger children herself,
may secretly feel it is not right for a mother to leave her infants. Or
she may quietly envy the working parent, who gets to go out and lead a
more "glamorous" life every day. These sorts of dynamics can also occur
in the other child care arrangements, but in my experience, the environment
of another woman's home is particularly conducive to these conflicts. Day
care systems have an obligation, I think, to screen out people who express
dianay overworking parents or "feel sorry " for their infants. Or day care
systems can work carefully with caregivers and parents to help than deepen
their understanding of the ways in which working mothers are fulfilling
their responsibilities to their infants. Parents, in turn, need to see
the family day caregiver as a "working mother" also and take great care
not to exploit her. Frequent, honest cammunicatialwill help to bring
some of these complicated feelings out in the open, where they can be
effectively dealt with.

Family day care is also a child care arrangement with great potential
for offering warm, canfortable care. But it needs supports. And the fashio-
ning of these supports will take time, energy and day care's most urgent
need --money.
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THE PLAYGROUP

A child care arrangement that is a crossbetween grOup care and hone care

is the playgroup. Like exchange babysitting, however, the playgroup is only
feasible when parents work part-time, whether that means for part of the day
or a few days a week. Each parent is required to take a turn as caregiver
for the playgroup, so this arrangement doesn't meet the needs of parents

employed or studying full-time. For the parent who is at work or at school
part-time, however, the playgroup, offers the advantages of both group care
(continuity of care, greater parent control) with the advantages of home
day care (the familiar home environment, small group size) with few of the
disadvantages of either. And playgroups have a singular advantage: their

low cost to parents.

Playgroups vary in size anywhere from three up to about ten children. A
small group usually meets in a home under the supervision of parents in rota-
tion, with all of the homes and parents taking turns. Sametimes the parents,

chipping in to contribute a salary, then hire a teacher (especially when there
is more than five or six children). The teacher. will be there for every session

of the playgroup, with one or two parents to help out. .Either arrangement
contributes to the continuity of care for children under three. In the small

group, the children are usually bared for by close friends of the parents,
who they see in other (sometimes everyday) contexts, the way children in
extended families might see aunts or uncles. For the larger group, since
two or three different adults will be needed for each session, the hiring

of a caregiver who can be a stable continuous figure is advisable -- and

relatively inexpensive. If ten parents, for example, pay 500 an hour, there
will be enough to pay a caregiver $4.00 an hour and buy the extra equipment
that will be needed for a larger group. A stable environment, too, works
well for the larger group who might be confused by rotating through a number
of different homes. A large home, a roam in a church or synagogue, community
center, local college or even public school, unless obtained for free, will

add on somewhat to the cost; but these institutions often look favorably on

Playgroups.

Although fran the viewpoint of developmental theory it might seem odd
for infants and toddlers to be able to adjust to several different homes, my
observations tell me that there is very little problem, as long as the adults
are familiar and the change in homes is not too many. Sane playgroups rotate

their sessions one week at this house, another week at that house, instead

of rotating on a daily basis.

The rotation of turns among parents in the care of children has distinct

benefits. When two parents take turns caring for the children together, trust
between the parent/caregiver is likely to build as parents have a chance to
observe each other and see had each parent handles the group of children. And

especially with toddlers, parents have the opportunity to see that it's not

only their toddler who throws tantrums, etc. So many of tEEjoys and sorrows

of that under-three period came into focus as developmental necessities, rather

than (as'many parents secretly fear) parent-created problems.

Nearly all playgroups, organized as they are by parents, deeply involve

parents in every aspect of the operation of the playgroup, from helping out

with the care of the children to decision - making about general policies. The

part-time working parents of playgroups often get involved in the playgroups,

or with other parents, on the.ir days "off" fran work or school. In this way
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playgroups offer a very positive support, not only to isolated parents, but
to fragmented casnunities too, bringing the residents of a can amity into
closer contact with one another. The neighborhood supermarket or public
library or local pediatrician's office, for example, is likely to have cards
posted by parents announcing their desire to organize or join a playgroup.
These little cards becane important points of contact, drawing parents out
of their lonely banes into the crisscross patterns of relationships with
other families that form the basis of a neighborhood.

In terms of the playgroup, "after hours" involvement of the parents
also helps develop trust between parent/caregivers. For the children, play-
ing with each other when the playgroup is not in session can be both a relief
from the boredom of parent-child all day intereaction and a boost to their
developing capacity for friendship as well.

As in neighborhood family day care, the bane environment has both advan-

tages (familiarity, interest and variation, "spread-cut" space) and disadvan-
tages (possible safety hazards, limitation of space).

Ftirthennore, the wall group in a playgroup allows for the measured rAtirnu-
lation, focused adult attention and "feeling of family" that develops in a
day care hale.

And as in quality group care, the basic design of the playgroup, with its
understanding that all the parents involved must cane together and decide what
they want out of the playgroup, etc., allows for maxima parent control.

Finally, a very attractive advantage of the playgroup is its low cost.
When the group is snail and parents simply take turns, there is no cost at
all for the child care. Even when the group is large and a steady caregiver
is hired, as long as parents help out as caregivers, the cost, as we have seen,
is minimal.

The disadvantages of playgroups? They are very similar to the disadvan-
tages of exchange babysitting. When the helping parent turn canes as care-
giver, he/she is likely to see her previously playful child become a clinging,
whining or aggressive child jealousy. This doesn't happen to all children,
but for the child who simply cannot share any part of his parent with other
children, playgroups may be more painful than pleasant. For the parents,
friendships can make evaluation of the playgroup experience quite difficult.
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MINI - CENTER: THE BEST OF 7$13 MUDS

Let me do same dreaming now of what I would consider the ideal arrangement

for infant child care. It is the mini-center. There are ten to twelve children

aged fran a few months to three years in the center. There are three adults
who work the morning shift (7:00 to 3:00) and three adults who work the after-
noon shift (11:00 to 6:00), a four hour period when both shifts are on duty

together and can share information about the children, plan the program, etc.
"Ittactimert grouping" is ultiliged. There are four children assigned to
one caregiver in the morning, and the same four to another caregiver in the

afternoon. This staff is supplemented by.students and volunteers. The mini-

center is housed in a renovated apartment in a project, the bottom floor of

a house, or even a large double width while home. The renovations have been

done so as to preserve those features of a hone environment that appeal to
infants, but at the same time remove all safety hazards. Repairmen, postmen,

delivery people came to the mini-center to perform essential services in full
view of the children, and frequent trips are made in groups of four to neigh-

boring shops to purchase essential items. Provisions for one-way observation

for parents have been made. There is plenty of light, plenty of space for
active play, and a carefully controlled environment that offers just the
right amount of stimulation for each child.

The outdoors is immediately accessible. The staff, the children and

their families live in the immediate neighborhood and think of the mini - center

as an extension of their own homes. Parents may use the center on weekends

as a sort of indoor "tot lot." Because the center has several rooms, the

children don't feel hemmed in and naptime can take place in separate quarters,

away from the play area. Meals are prepared in the center's kitchen from
meats, fresh fruits and vegetables and with occasional help from a two year

old. In consultation with a pediatrician, caregivers and parents together

develop their own policy about illness and special arrangments are made,

either within or outside the center, for the care of sick children.

Parents and caregivers together decide what happens to the children during

the day. Parent working part-time help out in the mini - center during the day.

In addition to individual conferences, there are two meetings amonth at a

time convenient for parents: one to decide policy and one to discuss children

and the problems of child-rearing. Teachers are hired on the basis of demon-

strated competency with small children. They are well paid and many varied

opportunities for their further 'education are available to them. The mini-

center is situated adjacent to or very near a nursery school or day care

center for older children, and provisions are made for mixing the two age

groups. Parents are fully involved in the center program. Finally, the cost

to parents: On a sliding scale, up to but no more than $20 a week. The hard-

earned taxes of the parents are used by the government to pay the rest and

this improve the lives of our own children, instead of being used to bomb and

kill other people's children..

Parents are hard pressed these days to provide well for their children

while they are away at work or school. Conspicuous by its Absence in this

article is much discussion about the grarrimother or aunt who cares for the

child during the day. That is because I know of only one person who uses

this arrangement. This may be because I just happen to know a population that
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is high4mabile and living many miles away from their families. But the
increasing mobility of cur society dictates that the pressures of making good
child care arrangements will visit more andmare of us each year. I hope
that this paper, together with the

and
it will generate, will be help-

ful in reducing same of those pressures. Batmost of all, I hope it points
toadirection we must take if our infants and toddlers are going to get
the care they deserve, a direction of careful observation, thoughtful reflec-
tion, honest oannanication and cheerlul but detexminediwork.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

The Day Care and Child Development Council of America is a national nonprofit
membership organization advocating the development of canprehensive child care
and development services for all families who need and want them.

The Council has members from all walks of life in every state of the Union.

All members receive VOICE FOR CfaLDRM, special bulletins, conference informa-'
tion, and have a voiting power at the Annual Meeting. agency members receive
six copies of VOICE mailed to one address. All have access to technical assis-
tance and informational Services.

ENCLOSED IS AS MEMBERSHIP DUES FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Individual rates

$12 - Regular

$5 - Day Care parent, full-time
student, retiree

Agency rates

$50 - regular

$25 - single program center
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SAMPLE DAILY SCHEDULE

7:45 to 8:00 Early arrivals Milk

8:00 to 8:30 Indoor play Health checkups

8:30 to 9:00 Infants inside All other children
outdoors

9:00 to 9:30 Toddlers and younger 2's snack

9:30 to 11:00 Education period in the cottages
for infants, toddlers, and younger
2's

11:00 to 11:30 Lunch for infants. toddlers,
younger 2's

9:00

11:30 to 12:00 Preparation for nap for infants, tod- 12:00
dlers, and younger 2's

12:00 to 12:30 Lunch for older 2's, 3's and 4's

12:30 to 1:00 Nap preparation for older children

1:00 to 2:00 Nap and rest for all children

2:00 to 3:30 Optional nap or quiet play

3:30 to 4:00 Snack for all children

4:00 to 4:30 Quiet play activities or outside

4:30 to 5:15 Supervise quiet play activities
Home preparation
Children and staff clean-up

trUvoi

Older 2's,
3's and 4's
go to the
classroom.

2:30 2's, 3's and
4's go out-
side for
planned

3:30 ac tivities.
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EDUCATION:

A General Program

Educational services of the day care center are broken down into two
areas- a general program which is designed by teachers and cottage parents to
provide activities for very young children as part of their total Center experi-
ence, a structured program of educattonal inputs designed by curriculum
specialists to achieve specific education goals.

General education refers to learning -,-which is ongoing or continuous. Chil-
dren learn from c-veryone and everything around them even when they are
not being "taught". If one is aware of this potential, he can attempt to make
childhood experiences meaningful and childhood environments stimulating.
The general education program at Flank Porter Graham was a balanced one
on the order of many laboratory nursery schools. Its primary focus was to
provide an enriched environment which would stimulate growth and develop-
ment of:

. self-help skills

. verbal ability

. positive social adaptation

. realistic self:confidence.
General education has been pad of our plan throughout the Center's history.

In addition to providing for their basic physical needs, the day care staff
was responsible for the Center's general education program for younger chil-
d-en Because of their close interaction with the youngsters, the role was a
"natural" for them. In the time allotted for free play, and with the support of
this staff, there were opportunities for spontaneous learning, exploration and
practice, as well as for social and emotional development.

We found it essential for staff workers to recognize the fact that education
is a continuous process and that children learn from all those around them.
Acting on this premise, our first staff members spent considerable time at
conferences and at in-service training sessions designed to promote positive
attitudes In them and effective skills for dealing with children. Partly as a
result of these meetings, staff-children interaction at Frank Porter Graham
was characterized by. warm acceptance of children; emphasis on reward
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rather than punishment, existence of high but attainable standards, high level
of social interaction among children, use of elaborated language based on
explanations; and the encouragement of individual differences in children
within widely but firmly structured limits.

We felt that creating an environment for spontaneous learning w..s impor-
tant, but that it was not enough. At out Center a period of the morning was
designated for scheduled educational activities. During these time periods
general education occurred, but children were also given specific lessons by
the curriculum, development staff (see next Chapter).

During the periods allotted in the cottage for "educating" an infant, the
baby was held, talked to, smiled at, cuddled, or placed in a new position or
location so that he could experience his world from various perspectives.
Under the airection of cottage parents, older infants and toddlers engaged in
individual or group activities. Cottage parents were particularly sensitive to
the need for all children to acquire self-help skills. Activities designed to help
develop certain skills appropriate to age were:

. Jr o infants, sensorimotor experiences emphasizing the
sounds of music and the human voice, the sight of pro-
jected pictures and hanging mobiles, body movement, and
the feel of a variety of tactile toys;

.Ji». children age one and two, experiences emphasizing
motor skills, the matching of similar objects, identification
of body parts, listening to stories, work on increasingly
difficult puzzles, identification by name of familiar objects,
dressing and undressing themselves.

LEARN IN CLASS AND OUTDOORS

In July of 1968, the Center equipped a classroom trailer and hired a
nursery school teacher and teacher's aide to provide a daily general education
program within a classroom setting. From that time on, older children partici-
pated ;or at least three hours each morning in a classroom program which
provided a balance of appropriate educational activities. This plan transferred

the bui den of educating older children from cottage parents to personnel
specific illy trained and employed for that job. Most children were 215 years
old wilt n they were promoted to the classroom educational period. They left
the coy age able to:

. verbalize their feelings and needs;

. dress and undress themselves except for shoe tying and
manipulating difficult buttons:

. attentively participate in group activity.

From scheduled educational periods they learned to work pui.?le:: of up to
20 pieces, identify the basic colors, tell short stories, and participate in

'matching games which varied in complexity.
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In the classroom as in the cottage units, the Center's aim was to provide
first hand experiences which permit the child to directly participate in the
learning process. In order to create personal encounters with the world which
were suited to the child's stage of development, classroom activities ran the
gamut from nonstructured to structured, from individual to cooperative,
from independent to teacher-directed.

_
The classroom itself was rich in opportunities for exploration, experimen-

tation and innovation. It contained a number of "interest centers" or special
areas designated for art, music, science, block play, puppet theatre, reading
and housekeeping. The arrangement permitted children at the Center to pur-
sue their own interests and inclinations. We held a circle discussion group
each morning to call attention to these centers and encourage children to
explore them. Through personal encounters with such new environments,
youngsters at Frank Porter Graham sharpened their senses of taste, smell,
hearing, seeing, and feeling. They increased their ability to question, plan,
solve, listen, and explain.

The outdoor environment at the Centel provided space, a sense of free-
dom, and challenging equipment to help promote motor development and
coordination. Small group games which put a high premium on cooperation,
sharing, and taking-turns aided social and emotional development in children.

In addition, we often used the resources of the larger community to pro-
vide learning experiences for the children at the Center. Field trips to such
places as the supermarket or the bus station were planned as follow-ups to
lessons presented in circle discussion groups. Such firsthand experiences did
much to expand each child's concept of his world and to clarify misconcep-
tions about it.

DIFFERENT WAYS TO LEARN

We consistently followed three approaches to learningeach one varying
from the others in degree of structure. These were:

. teacher-initiated experiences which the teacher consciously
planned in advance and introduced to her group;

. child-initiated experiences which developed from an indi-
vidual child's response to objects or activities;

spontaneous experiences in the environment on which the
teacher capitalized.

General education in our preschool classroom was not characterized by
sharp divisions of subject matter. Whether in free play or group discussion, all
children were encouraged in both expressive and receptive language. Songs,
stories, and dramatic play reinforced less direct language experiences. To help
increase a child's vocabulary, there was the opportunity for the child to.
dictate stories to the teacher and hear tape recordings of his own voice.
Because subjects were interrelated, general education was visualized as a circu-
lar pattern of subject areas organized around the needs of the young child.
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT:

A Structured Program

Integrating structured educational experience into the general day care
program, particularly for infants and young preschool children, made the
Frank Porter Graham Center almost unique in the mid-60's. This action re-
flects our belief that children will not necessarily produce their own "cur-
ricula" or select activities to help them acquire needed skills and cot rect
deficiencies even in the most stimulating environment. For example, early in
the program we observed that children with developmental lags in language
did not spontaneously seek opportunities for verbal interaction with staff.
Initially our program provided scant hope for correction of this language
problem. Once structured experiences were begun, however, such children
became involved in more verbal activities during free play periods. We ob-
served subsequent improvement in their use of language.

CARRY ON RESEARCH

Many people think of research as occurring only in a laboratory. Actually,
research requires careful observation and evaluation, and can be carried on
wherever something is happening. With systematic records on each child, the
directors of most day care programs can carry out a kind of "informal re-
search" which will aid in program planning and evaluation. As we accept the
concept of ourselves as fallible human beings, we can also accept the chal-
lenge that we need to be concerned about improving our program. It is
through the collection of information and the honest evaluation of one's own
effort that such an improvement can occur.

Ongoing research is essential to the development of new curricula. Since
the Frank Porter Graham Center did not intend to select a list of already
tested and established programs to use, its educational program had to be the
product of research and innovative practice. Such a program usually evolves
through a three stage process. First, staff decides on a specific educational
goal and plans a structured program to achieve that goal. Secondly, the pro-
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gram is created, tested and ie ised. Filially, if it has been successful, it is put
into general practice.

The following is a rundown of our initial efforts to develop suitable cur-
ricula for a structured educational program at the Center. It is a very general
example of ongoing leseatch and practice which has been divided into three
phases or levels of mganizat ion as we experienced them.

PHASE ONE: THE PILOT PROJECT

In the fall of lq67. six individuals were assembled to form an educational
development team concerned with curriculum. Each was well versed in a
particular content area, but few had extensive experience with infants or very
oung children. Since experience with children could be gained "on the job,"

expertise in content areas was a high priority in recruiting these new staff
members.

After an initial month of planning. the curriculum development staff
identified eight content areas to explore, language, perceptual skills (reading
readiness), fine and gross motor skills, art, music, science, mathematical con-
ceptualirationind second language (French). A pilot program was begun in
which each staff member assumed responsibility for working with children at
each age level in one or inure of the eight content areas. Specific time periods
were designated for educational activities conducted by these curriculum
development specialists. Despite coitent differences, certain teaching goals
%%etc Lommon to all of their structured programs. They should help children
to:

. improve verbal expression;

. lengthen attention span and become increasingly alert to
the envinmment;

. establish positive and reasonable achievement goals.
Three staff members developed their content areas (language, sensorimotor

skills, and reading readiness) into more refined teaching programs in the
spring of 1068. The other three curriculum staffers assumed roles as generalist
teachers and participated with cottage parents in the deliver) of ongoing basic
educational activities.

During the time scheduled for general educational activities, the three
specialist teachers had the opportunity to take small groups of children aside
for individual instruction in specific skill areas. Such structured education
complemented the general education program. Under this plan, it was not
unusual for a child to interact with several teachers during the course of his
day.

In addition to teaching small groups, the specialist teachers regularly sup-
plied materials and lesson designs for the generalist teachers (see Appendix,
page 53). The eventual aim was to shift the role of the specialist from daily
classroom work to guidance and supervision of generalist teachers. This was
accomplished as the program matured.

Portfolios w Inch contained teaching scripts, verbatim response records of
children, and newly produced audiovisual aids were compiled by curriculum
development specialists for five teaching areas:

photo by Billy E. Barnes
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stmsorimotor development (for infants through two year
olds):

. oral English (for two through four year olds);

. reading readiness (for two through four year olds);

French (for three and four year olds);

. science (for th.iee and four year olds).

PHASE TWO: UTILIZING PROJECT RESULTS

Beginning in the fall of 1968, two key programs from phase one, Oral
English and French, were selected to be continued for six more months. A
third program, stimulation of primary mental abilities, was added to the
curriculum. In contrast to the other two, the Primary Mental Abilities Pro-
em represented an established curriculum study which was highly developed
and already experienced in other centers. It was the Science Research Associ-
ates' Learning To Think series also known as the Red, Green and Blue Books
by Dr. Thelma G. Thurstone. This particular program inclusion was an impor-
tant factor in Frank Porter Graham's educational growth because it made
available a sophisticated cognitive curriculum a series of lessons, materials,
and teaching devices to help preschool children learn (see Appendix, pages
54-56).

The object of cognitive curriculum is to improve upon the primary mental
abilities of youngsters in areas such as motor coordination, perceptual accur-
acy and selectivity, receptive and expressive language, and reading. In other
words, cognitive curriculum aims to prepare the child for doing things he will
be asked to do on increasingly more difficult levels all his life.

In addition to the Learning To Think books, one lesson used at our Center
to promote cognitive skills is centered around a mailboard figure of Katy a
kangaroo. Simple get-togethers with a teacher and Katy help children learn
the concepts of shape, color, number, arrangement, and size. Some lessons
invol..ing the figure are specifically planned to heighten the preschooler's
reasoning and perceptual skills (see Appendix, page 57).

Subjects of a highly conceptual nature such as social studies, science, and
mathematics also fall under the heading, Cognitive Curriculum.

Science activities concerned the child with the world around him, He
observed nature, performed simple experiments, and learned to question,
Most important, each child heightened his ability to discover things for him-
self. Some very basic concepts drawn from the chemistry area of our science
curriculum were:
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. We recognize some things by their odor, taste, color, etc.

. Sonic things are difficult to wash off your hands.
. Some substances evaporate faster than others,



. Some objects bounce higher than others.

. Some substances are heavier than others of the same size.

. Some substances burn and some do not,
Some substances dissolve in water.

Mathematical concepts also evolved within an environmental framework.
These activities were concerned with the child's own relationship to size,

space, measurement, and number. We believe that a child progresses toward
understanding abstract concepts by handling, sorting, grouping, comparing,
and classifying various objects. Our children frequently engaged in such activi-

ties. For a sample of the kinds of lesson plans which encourage learning in

such areas, see Appendix, pages 61 to 64.
It wasn't expected that any educational program, except Primary Mental

Abi"..les which was an already established curriculum study, would be

developed in final form during Phase Two. This period was designated for
experimentation and revision of programs. The Center did make an important
organizational change during Phase Two. Cottage parents were assigned to
complete responsibility for providing one and two year old children with a
variety of semi-structured educational experiences each day. Some of these
experiences have already been described in the discussion on general educa-

tion.
Curriculum development specialists continued to take children out in small

groups for direct instruction in specific areas such as Oral English, French,
and music. The staff also continued to provide stimulation programs for those

under one year old according to the individual child's receptivity, his sleeping

and waking schedule.

PHASE THREE: CONSOLIDATING EFFORTS

The period from February 1969 to the present has been spent determining

what was accomplished in curriLulutn development during phases one and

two. It involves putting content for each program into sequence, and en-
deavoring to achieve a satisfactory balance of education programs, both
general and structured. This has been an ongoing effort at the Frank Porter

Graham Center.
The next section in this booklei describes how our Center proceeded to

develop one of the structured programs we used, Oral English. Wehope it will
clarify for you the process of developing new curricula as we experienced it at
Frank Porter Graham.
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A Chronology in Oral English

Concentration on an oral language program is justified by the central role
which language plays in the development of many intellectual abilities. That
we use language not only to communicate, but in all aspects of human be-
havior suggests that it is the most pervasive content area. For this reason, we
decided to use the Center's Oral English Program as an example for you on
how to proceed in developing new curricula. Our progress is divided into
specific time periods.

OCTOBER 1967 TO JANUARY 1968

The primary tasks of our Center's language program have been to create
experiences and to devise teaching strategies and materials to help preschool
children: acquire language skills more rapidly and at a younger age; improve
verbal reasoning and the ability to form concepts; master the phonological
system; lengthen attention span; use language spontaneously to communicate
and learn.

Our first attempts to develop daily language-teaching episodes for children
from infancy to age four raised many questions. We needed to know:

. which methods were most effective in presenting language
stimuli and language principles to infants and young
children:

. how to obtain reliable feedback from chiloren's responses
to language stimulation;

whether individuals whose language patterns were not
typically elaborated standard English should he excluded
from working with children:

. the critical variables in preparing language instructional
units:

. how to most effectively use audiovisual aids for instruction
and demonstration.

For many questions there were no apparent answers. Decisions at the
Center regarding "which way to go" were often arbitrary ones. We knew that
we wanted to encourage children to continually interact with the environ-
ment we created, and that that environment needed to be rich in learning
potential. We also knew that experiences gained within the Center should be
age-appropriate, and tailored to encourage each child's special talent while
compensating for deficiencies in him which hinder development. What we did
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not know in October 1967 was how to proceed toward realizing these goals.
Center staff endeavored to learn by experience. We would rely on the chil-
dren to indicate what kind of curricula we could develop for them. By observ-
ing children we felt we would learn their needs, and knowing their needs we
could presume to fulfill them.

When the instructional program in language was initiated in October 1967,
there were 22 children at the Center ranging in age from three months to
nearly 31/2 years old. They exhibited a wide range of language skills as a result
of their diverse cultural backgrounds.

During phase one of the language program, the language specialist pre-
sented 20 to 30 minute daily lessons to groups of infants, toddlers, two and
three year olds. Because there were few teaching materials, it was an effort to
present language concepts in a logical and meaningful way. We did rely on
different studies of language development in young children in deciding
which aspects of language might be appropriately introduced at Frank Porter
Graham. Even speech improvement materials and language activities designed
for preschool deaf children, especially the John Tracy Clinieo "Correspond-
ence Course for Parents of Presc:mol Deaf Children," were useful.

Since we began to think of language instruction as an environmental input,
:tiff at the Center established specific language goals for each of the age
groups we dealt with. What follows is a brief description of the educational
practices which we followed for each of the four age groups as part of the
oral language program.

A language stimulation program for infants was begun to provide supple-
mentary activities for day care workers which could set .... as models for
continuing a high level of verbal interaction with the children. For the
infants, activities were planned to encourage them to vocalize more often, to

heighten auditory awareness of speech, and to enhance attention span. An
important aspect of the Center's program was the close interaction between
child and language specialist.

Seven children, ages three to seven months, initially participated in the
infant language 'program. They were generally :rum families on a low socio-
economic stratum. On occasion, all seven infants were available for the lan-
guage presentation, but more often Qum not only three to five children were
awake and ready to "play games." Materials for the games included brightly
colored pictures of common nouns, finger games, flannel cutouts of a face,
sound toys. balloons, nursery rhymes and songs.

Daily presentations were patterned after the way we assumed a loving,
friendly, knowledgeable mother would interact with her own infant. We
avoided a strict teacherpupil or examiner-subject relationship. Our simple
program consisted of five or six activities, all of which were intended to last
only two or three minutes. 11, however, an "instructor" determined that an
infant was absorbed in a particular activity or object, he endeavored to sus-
tain the child's interest by repeating or elaborating on the presentation. While
the order and duration of activities varied from day to day, we generally
followed this outline:

.4 4t; it 4
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The "instructor" began by greeting each infant by name.
The greeting was in a low, pleasant voice accompanied by
diract eye contact and a gentle pressure (pat) on the in-
fant's stomach or head.

. After the greeting. there was a series of three or four finger
games, such as patticake and itsy-bitsy spider. Infants were
encouraged to respond by waving their hands or even clap-
ping. If they did so, they were praised for their effort. Any
attempts they made to vocalize received the same encour-
agement.

, Next, sound makers such as a cymbal, a bell, or marbles in a
plastic jar were introduced. Each sound object had a corres-
ponding picture reproduced in actual size and color on a
large poster. The procedure was to make the sound for the
infants and then "match" it to its picture.

. The next activity was looking at pictures. The language
specialist held up 1 picture, labeled it, and invited the in-
fants to look at it and pat it. Frequently, the specialist held
infants one at a time while they looked at pictures.

. Instruction on the flannel board was next. The language
specialist constructed the face of a child with pieces of
flannel. As she did so, she named each part of the face and,
with the help of a mirror, indicated corresponding parts on
each infant's face.

. The final activity involved conversation between the infant
and the language specialist. Each infant was picked up,
cuddled, smiled at, and exposed to a variety of vowel and
consonant sounds as well as oral motor movements. it was
not unusual for a child to start a "conversation" by vocaliz-
ing in response to the language specialist's speech sounds.

The infant's attention span during the presentation lasted, in some in-
stances, as long as 20 minutes. While individual attention varied, it was appar-
ent to staff at Frank Porter Graham that infants generally found the language
activities appealing (see Appendix, page 64).

Language goals for the toddler group of five children, 19 to 20 months
old, included vocabulary expansion, auditory discrimination, identification of
body parts, and development of two and three word constructions. Like the
infant program, there was a standard method of presenting the half-hour daily
teaching episodes to toddlers, Staff began with environmental sounds pro-
duced by a tape recording. Children were encouraged to ideality and match
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the sounds %% nil onesponilme pi. Los .11 tolltmed by flannel
board stories and the constok non ,,f t ,J,i; li, 11,4tot: so that Its both Nits
could be named. We employ ed idclitity .Lt. Alk to encourage children to
use sentences. and repeatedly empli.iswed thc etn "to be," The remainder of
the program ins oh ed finger and pines a,d concluded with individual
teacher attention. During this age pun .corked at developing a
comprehensive vOLabular!, in the children. and put less emphasis on an ex
pressive vocabulary. Lab.: mg olucts in a ti easure box was especially appeal.
ing to youngsters at this age.

At the end of our four month teach: ;g period. the toddlers had an ex-
pressive vocabulary of betw een Ilse and 50 words, and were easily using two
and three wind combinations. We never corrected children's first words.
Generally , staff members tiled to understand any effort children made at
talking. They responded to it. and demonstrated in every way they could how
important the children's words and meanings were.

The Center's language program for two and three year old children loosely
followed the language instructional program of Bereiter and Engehnann.
Their program was based on the principles of highly structured teaching
aimed at development of pre-academic skills. it differed from other highly
structured programs in technique. Ilereiter and Engelmann emphasized flexi
bility and a gentle pacing of instructional activities.

Based on their program, our language specialist attempted to illustrate
language principles. such as plural and negative formation..., by using attrac-
tive, manipulative objects. We progressed from simple labeling and identity
statements to the construction of sentence strings. After the first six weeks of
the program, we no longer needed token rewards for attendance and perform.
arse. The children appeared to be highly motivated by social reinforcement
as well as intrinsic interest. The two and three year olds were enthusiastic
about playing games everyday.

Children age 25 to 30 months had an active vocabulary of between 200
and 750 words. They could listen accurately. purposefully :Ifni responsively.

They were beginning to define objects in terms of function and manifested
great skill in expressing then- ideas correctly , as well as in novel and imagina-
tive ways.

Children age 36 to 45 months possessed active vocabularies that were
estimated to exceed 2,000 words. They were using identity statements, polar
opposites. and correctly using prepositions in statements describing place.
meat. They were beginning to name positive and ne;),.ui ^ instances for several
word classes and could delLe common objects by use. description, and/or
gelled.: terms. They were able use a few time phrases, and had mastered
such initial hierarchy statements as "men and women are people?' or "apples
and o anges are fruit." Children in this age group were also beginning to
comp:ehend aspects of size and time.

Although it was apparent that all children at the Frank Porter Graham
Center were maki..6 significant progress in their language skills, we didn't feel
we had gotten closer to realizing one particular curriculum goal. That initial
goal involved developing "exportable curricula" which would be useful to
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other day care centers. When we realized this had been neglected, the daily
teaching program for children was concluded. In February 1968 we began to
evaluate our program and revise its methodology.

FEBRUARY 1968 TO MAY 1968

The initial teaching experience with the children gave way to a second
curriculum development activity. This involved the language specialist provid-
ing materials, lesson plans, and in-service training for generalist teachers and
day care workers. It reflected the intent of the curriculum development staff
to create and, hopefully, field test specific materials which could be used in
early childhood education to enhance language. Major educational projects
undertaken to achieve this involved:

. preparation of teaching episodes which would yield empir-
ical data concerning the value of particular teaching

. !methods, as well as .measure children's achievement in lap-
guage development;

. continued input of specific language experiences, materials
and lesson plans into the general education program in
order to learn whether or not the new lessons were ade-
quate;

. efforts to determine what kinds of contributions parapro-
fessional personnel could make toward the overall effective-
ness of a language instructional program.

The entire program between February and May 1968 was augmented by
informal, in-service training of day care workers. Although the training pro-
gram was rather loosel) organized, it was hoped that the day care workers or
generalist teachers would gain insight from it and learn practical techniques
which would improve their encounters with children. There were informal
conversations, conferences, and demonstrations of general lesson plans, as
well as specific instructional materials (see Appendix, page 65). From this
instruction, it was anticipated that day care workers would not only assume a
more direct teaching role, but would also have enriched their own modes of
verbal behavior enough to encourage a greater amount of spontaneous learn-
ing in the youngsters they cared for. Desirable characteristics in the staff's
verbal style were those which would:

. provide the children in the day care units with good speech
models;

. emphasize verbal labeling and methods of explaining ob-
jects, events, and their relationships;
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. encourage development in language-related areas, such as
storytelling, singing, and listeninv, to music;

. use a conversational approach with children which involved
not only repeating and expanding their utterances, but
actively responding to them by giving specific answers, and
following those by tactful inquiry.

From this chronology on how Frank Porter Graham proceeded to develop
an educational program in oral English, we hope you have gained some insight
into curriculum development for day care centers.
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HEALTH CARE:

A Comprehensive Program

Frank Porte, Graham's- interest in- the optimum development of the child
dictated that our attention focus on the child's total environmentboth
internal and external. Care of the internal environment- the child's physical
health was the responsibility of those involved in the Center's health science
program. The health program had three main goals:

. to provide daily health care for the children of the Center

. to develop more efficient methods for providing such care

. to research specific areas of child health.

DAILY HEALTH PROCEDURES

In order to fulfill our first objective, to provide health care for the Center's
children, we developed a system of daily examination. Upon arrival at the
Center each morning, parents submitted to staff members a written descrip-
tion of illness symptoms observed in their children. They even noted any
unusual events which occurred during the night. Each child suspected to be ill
was examined by a pediatric nurse whose special training enabled her to
perform a basic physical examination, including inspection of the ears, nose,
throat, chest and abdomen. If the illness was minor, the medical cottage
parent took responsibility for the child. If the illness appeared to be more
serious, the Center's pediatrician was consulted and necessary treatment was
prescribed.

Initially, the Center's medical trailer was open all day on weekdays and
also on Saturday mornings. Our medical research laboratory was equipped to
process microbiological cultures, but specific blood tests and x-rays were
given at North Carolina Memorial Hospital. The hospital is on the University
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campus and only a short distance from the Frank Porter Graham Center. All
parents were instructed to use the hospital emergency room if acute problems
arose during times when the Center's medical facilities were not available, In
most cases, we were able to initiate care at the Center so that emergency
room visits were unnecessary. If an isolated case required a visit to the emer-
gency room, however, we could easily maintain communications with the
hospital because the Center's pediatrician was on the hospital staff.

It has been our policy that once a decision is made concerning treatment
of a sick child, a plan for care is sent to the medical cottage parent, to the
child's home, and one copy is kept in the Center's files. Information is sent to
the home to insure that parents continue prescribed care. Except in the case
of a highly contagious disease like chickenpox or measles, a sick child can
remain at Frank Porter Graham. He is not isolated from the other children.

Allowing sick children to come to and remain at the Center was an innova-
tion in day care. In many ways, this practice is socially significant. A mother
often has difficulty arranging to stay home from work, school, et., when it is
determined her child is ill. Finding alternative care, such as a babysitter, often
compounds the problem. Substitute situations, such as an older sibling stay-, ..
irig !thine ironi school with a sick child, are common though undesirable.
Consequently, a child kept home because of illness often gets less adequate
care than if he remains at his day care center. New standards issued by the
American Academy of Pediatrics support this viewpoint.

A second aspect to consider is isolating the sick from well children in a

group setting. In our experience, isolation is unnecessary. Allowing sick chil-
dren to mingle has not caused increased illness. If an ailing child at Frank
Porter Graham wants to rest, he may separate himself from the group to do
so, but staff members encourage any child who wishes to, to go ahead and
participate in activities which appeal to him. We have been impressed with the
ability of the sick child to regulate his own tempo, taking naps as he needs
them and remaining active when he feels well enough. During our first two
years, absenteeism caused by illness was practically unknown at Frank Porter
Graham.

DEVELOPING EFFICIENT METHODS

A second objective of our health program was to increase the skills of all
personnel concerned with the children's health. This resulted in a transfer of
some duties. For example, the pediatric nurse assumed many of the health
care responsibilities that had formerly been the realm of the pediatrician.
Such time-consuming tasks as scheduling immunizations, parental counseling,
and well-child evaluations became part of her job.

Licensed practical nurses in the cottage polished their skills and assumed
responsibilities in health screening. Training programs conducted for the day
care workers augmented their effectiveness in areas of child health mainten-
ance, such as sanitation and personal hygiene.
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RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

A third broad goal of Frank Porter Graham's health care program was to
research specific areas of child health. Medical research at the Center focused
primarily upon the study of infectious respiratory disease. We sought answers
to some basic questions: how frequently does respiratory disease occur in
group day care; what viral agents are responsible; what is the role of natural
immunity; is it possible to intervene to reduce the incidence of respiratory
disease?

Our health staff found that respiratory illness rates among the Center's
children were not excessive when compared with rates of such illness in
children cared for at home. The highest incidence occurred in infants, then
gradually decreased as children grew older. There was a correlation between
how often viral agents were isolated from children in the home and isolated
from those in group care at the Center. Viral agents appeared to behave in
similar ways in both situations. We identified a few viral agents as those which
caused the more severe respiratory diseases in both groups. These included
respiratbrY synCy till! virus, the Parzimfluenza-viruses, and certain adenovirus
serotypes.

It seemed important to determine whether recurrent infections of the
same virus or bacteria happen in nature or whether the host develops specific
methods of preventing reinfection. This question can best be answered
through longitudinal study. We found a day care center ideally suited to this
purpose. Studies conducted at Frank Porter Graham suggest that some of the
most important respiratory agents in children are capable of reinfecting the
preschool child several times, and that natural immunity to these agents is not
very effective. Reinfections do, however, cause less severe illness than the
initial infection.

It's thought that vaccines are the most likely means of preventing respira-
tory illness. Children at the Center have participated in two vaccine trials, but
neither vaccine prevented illness from occurring.

It was these kinds of research activities which allowed us to establish
certain health procedures with confidence. Health research is an additional
reason for maintaining a child population at Frank Porter Graham.

The experience of providing health care to children at our Center, as well
as the data we've accumulated from research studies in the etiology of infec-
tious disease has led us to form certain concepts. These views are not yet
completely supported by firm data, but represent our current working
hypothesis:

. A day care center provides an ideal setting for a nurse prac-
titioner to employ her skills both in care of the well child
and in screening of sick children.

. Young infants can be cared for in group day care without
excessive amounts of illness developing if there is adequate
staffing, sanitation, space, and medical supervision.
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. Isolation of sick children is not necessary if adequate pre-
cautions are taken to maintain a good overall environment.

. Stable well-trained staff members who are constantly with
children, plus adequate facilities, are necessary to maintain
a healthy day care enviionment.

ESTABLISHING A HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

The system of health care at the Frank Porter Graham Center is possible
because the Center is part of a university affiliated program. We are able to
tap the resources of several schools and departments of the University of
North Carolina. A most important aspect of our health program is the very
close cooperation heseen the Center and the Infectious Disease Laboratory
of the University's Department of Pediatrics. A pediatrician from the labora-
tory has provided health care for our Lluldren and directed the respiratory
disease research program. Through cooperation of the University's Dental
School, the Center is able to provide &mat. care for the children aul initiate-
research into aspects of dental health. The School of Nursing and the School
of Public Health has assisted in our nurse practitioner program. A genetics
research project has bczn started in association with the Department of Bio-
statistics of the School of Public Health. We hope that many other depart-
ments and schools of the Univeisny can contribute at different times and in
different way s to the Center's total health program. In fact, the overall sub-
stance of our health care and health research programs is strongly influenced
by resources which are available to us at the University.

Such a situation does not exist for most day care centers. Usually there are
several private physicians providing care to the enrolled children, so that
responsibility is diffused. Often there is a lack of health manpower, including
registered nurses (RN), pediatricians, and licensed practical nurses (LPN).
Even if personnel is available, the cost is prohibitive to many centers.

There are, however, pertain features that should be common to all day care
centers. First, it is important to have at least one person designated to oversee
health care. Health personnel are essential, although they need not always be
health professionals. If it is not feasible to employ an RN or LPN to be
responsible for the children's routine health care, an individual without
medical experience can do the job. This person should undergo a period of
on-the-job training, preferably conUuLted by an RN. Responsibilities of this
employee are to report the occurrenLe of illness to people trained to treat it,
and to provide routine care, such as assuring that a sick child receives fluids
and rest as needed, or medications when they are prescribed. Overseeing
sanitary conditions of the environment falls into this realm. Such a day care
worker is responsible for health care in much the same capacity as a child's
mother in the home.

Secondly, all centers should have one health professional to coordinate
planning and be responsible for the total health care program. This may he a
nurse or a physician. In such a role, a person need not provide direct health
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care for preschoolers who have a private physician, but should discuss prob-
lems of individual children with the doctors responsible for them. The health
profes,ional must be concerned that no health hazards exist at the Center,
employ a method of detecting chronic or acute problems in children which
deserve special medical attention, and help set policies concerning the isola-
tion of sick children, food handling, etc.

Finally, each Center should have an established system of contacting the
health professionals responsible for providing medical care to each child. The
names and phone numbers of children's private physicians should be on file,
and communication with them should take place not only to treat, but to
prevent serious illness and emergencies.

It might be economically attractive for a number of small day care centers
in neighboring areas to jointly hire a health professional to serve them. A
registered nurse or nurse practitioner could till the slot -supervising health
care and screening illness. This person would maintain liaison with the non-
professional health care worker at each of the centers, and consult on the
centers' health problems as well as those of individual children. As a health
prlifessional,he pr she should be.able to deal effectively with other providerh
of health care in the community, such as the children's private physicians.
The extent of responsibilities would depend upon local factors, the individ-
ual's skill, the availability of other medical resources, and the number of
children involved.

110051 52,
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THE FUTURE:

A More Perfect Past

A lot has been aLLomphshed at the Frank Porter Graham Child Develop-
ment Center, although mush remains to do. The two facets of our total
program %%udi drew initial support the day care and Lomprchensire health
tan programs have been strengthened through period, of trial and error.
Now we can advance forward on mote firm footing.

What wz have outlined for }Liu in this booklet is what we Lonsider our
pilot program. The experninLes gained during the pilot stage at the Center
panicle(' a sturd), Lornerstone on wind. to build a permanent program. By
sharing these expenenLes, we hope to ease the vowing pains of others who
have the interest and Lapability of establishing a comprehensive program in
child development.
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APPENDIX

. SAMPLE 1N-SERVICE TRAINING
TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING SMALL GROUPS

1. Rely upon real or at least realistic objects throughout the initial stages of concept
instmetions.

2. Keep your speech rate and voice quality natural.

3. Do not hurry Juldren, but be sensitive and skillful about varying the lesson pace to
keep (label) alert and attentive. Initially, conclude teaching episodes before the
individual or group manifests symptoms of restlessness. this may mean less will be
accomplished at first but it should result in later willingness to remain for longer
sessions.

4. Utilize the sentence completion method for purposes of providing children practice
in developing longer (and hopefully more accurate) phrases and sentences:e.g.,

Teacher: "Where is the spoon?
'1 he spoon is

Child: "Under the cup."

5. Discover value of alerting devices clapping, tapping, touching for the purposes of
directing children's attention.

6, Use short esplanations. Demonstrate with puppets or objects the desired response.
Avoid telling children the central goal or process. Let them discover the principle
(and later, hopefully, verbalize it) unencumbered by too much and, therefore,
useless talk.

7. Aim questions at children's maturational level: What? Questions are
Where? perhaps easier
Who? than ...
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8. Retard, by whatever effective means appropriate, children's "thinking" responses.
Let children know you approve of their thoughtful approaches even if they lead to
totally incorrect answers. Do this even for partially correct replies. Emphasize the
degree of accuracy rather than of inaccuracy.

9. Reward listening behavior.

10. Make rules of behavior explicit on first encounter with children during game play-
ing time. Teacher should be watchful of child's first testing of rules and be prepared
to define such acts as "friendly or unfriendly," "listening carefully," or "not listen
ing carefully." The negative aspect can be virtually omitted if teacher observes
promptly and frequently when children are following basic ules for game playing.

11. When inviting preschoolers to "play games," select the time md situation which
will reduce the possibility of a negative response. Initially, it may be wise to have
something (an a ttractive object or a "mystery box") in your hand which will evoke
their interest and curiosity, and, hence, subsequent involvement. Avoid teacher
questions that invite a negative reply from a reluctant child:.

e.g.. Teacher: "Would you like to play games?"
Child: (If he says "yes," no problem, but what will you do if the

child says "no"? The alternatives are: I. try to convince
Aim to reconsider so you, can complete your task and run the
risk of the child believing that you really didn't want to
know what he wanted to do in the rust place; or 2. accept
his answer, hoping that the next time he will participate.)

However, recognize that there will be times when children will have valid if
unapparent reasons for not participating in the teaching episodes, and permit them
appropriate latitude.

12. Dramatize the value of learning whenever possible.

13. Utilize varied techniques of practice and review. Use lots of examples.

FRANK PORTER GRAHAM

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

General Practices at Lunch Time Circulation Dates May 8 - 22

I. General plan for table arrangement and adult supervision.

A. Tables will be arranged for children to eat in three smaller groups hither than
at one large table and one small table.

B. There will be an adult at each table.

C Children may choose their places to sit as usual, unless the adults in charge feel
it is necessary to make special arrangementsi.e. if a younger child needs
special help, or if a combination of children seems particularly disruptive or
unruly. Mr. Horton will have the final "say" about such arrangements.
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II. Availability and serving of food.

A. Plates are served in the kitchen with small portions of every food.

B. They are put on the table all at once.

C Children do not sit down until plates are all set.

I). Food will be "ready to eat" when brought to the tablee.g. meats cut up,
fruit in proper site pieces, etc.

C. Dishes with food for "seconds" are on a tea cart immediately available to the
adults at the table, who will serve the children requesting more food.

F. Milk will be placed in a pitcher at each table and %yin be poured by the adult at
the table. beginning with I /3 to I /2 glassful, and replenished in small amounts
as the child wishes more. (Older children may be allowed to pour their own
milk if the adult at the sable gives approval)

G. "Seconds" of a food will not be served until the child has taken at least a
"taste" or each food on the plate.

II. Dessert will reinain in the kitchen until all children have finaed eating their
first course.*

I. No child may have dessert unless he has at least tasted all foods served at the
main course.

III. Behavior in regard to eating.

A. Consistency in adult behavior is essential.

I. Encouragement and praise is all right but should not be overdone. No
"issue" should be made of eating or not eating.

2. Comparisons of eating habits from one child to another should be mint.
mired.

3. Insistence on a certain few essentials will help to make mealtime more
pleasant. and may help to solve sonic of our previous problems.

a. Shouting, screaming. and denunding do not gain the desired end. If
a child wants something. he must ask for it quietly and in turn. If
shouting contines, the chile will be told quietly but firmly that he
cannot have what he is denunding.

b. If a child continms to be disruptive, he 111.1y be asked to leave the
table and sit quietly elsewhere by himself.

13. Mr. Horton is in charge at mealtime and all questions of procedure %sill be
referred to him.

*(Exceptions may be made if, in Mr. Ilorton's opinion, one or another child
eats very slowly or needs more help, and the rest should not be kept waiting
until he is ready for dessert.)
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C. Children are expected to say "please," and "thank you." to mit their turns.
and to ask to be mused when they have finished eating. If they leave the
table, they may not return.

D. Children are expected to wait until all are served before they begin to eat.

F. fattng finger foods with fingers. and other foods with forks and spoons is to
be encouraged.

I'. Spills and upsets will be cleaned up without comment. with the child responsi-
ble helping wherever practical.

SAMPLE LESSON PLAN

(Smell, Taste, Sight)
CONCEPT __Scnsurxixperience____ ST1.11)12 NT Small Groups._

TEACI I I' R _ Date

I NsTRucrioNA 011.11 crivE

OBJECTIVE:

I. Name the substaike. 2. tell if it is sucet or sour by smelling, then tasting. then
looking.

CRITERIA:

Name 5 out of 10 substanLes by smell or taste without being shown the product
container.

MATERIALS: 10 baby food glass jars with lids, liquid tea and teabag, katsup bottle,
flour, sugar. cinnamon Lan, lemon juke jar, peanut butter jar, vanilla jar, vinegar jar.
chocolate syrup can.

PROCEDURE:

I. I ell the children that they are going to smell sonic things to see if they can guess
ssliat each is. Ask them to close their eyes.

2. Present one substance in a glace jar. Let call Odd smell and guess. If the child does
not know, ask: "Is it a sweet or sour smell?"

3. If the child cannot guess correctly by smelling, let him taste if lie chooses.
4. It' the child needs further assistance. shoo Inin the produLt container in which the

substance is bought and kept. (peanut butter jar)
5. Talk about each substance. its color. smell, uses, where It conies from.
6. I.ven if the Lluld guesses the substance correctly on the first step smelling, let him

experience tasting, and seeing the Lontamcr to help cum form his mental set of the
substance.

Tliis experience was a success with the children. They met the criteria and were very
interested in each substance presented.
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EXAMPLES FROM
LEARNING TO THINK SERIES

73-74 SPACE THINKING-MAZES

GROCP LESSO% I he ho> pool to top picturejwants
to see the clown on his way to the circus tent He v. ants
to go the shortest u.o. Ile should go this tta> rime the
path all the way through with a pointer or )our finger)

Now I cant seseral of you to show me with sour
finger the ua> the No should go to see the sloven anti go
on to the tent Ile careful which ua> )ou turn Ohne
set era/ t lutdren tra.e the path with their finger

I will draw a line to show which stay the boy should
go. (l)raw a hne ra Ilia. the shone,: way.)

Here is another penile. I he paths am different Host
should the ho> golf/fate set era/ children trace the path
with their finger.) Who will draw a line to show the path?

r'4

6t,

RED It(X)Ii LESSON Noss you :.re going to draw
sonic lines kfl the .attic way in your Red titztk.

Open your book to the pages ulth the picture or the
kite at the top. Put a mark on this picture.

In each problem on this page you arc to find the short.
est v..* (Of the Ito> to go to the tent by way of the down.
I race the path with your linger until you arc sure you
hate found the shortest way. Then mark the shortest
stay

Watch to see that the children arc marLing the short.
eat wit)'.

Go on to the nett page.
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63 REASONINGCLASSIFICATION

(Mori. I.Fssos on this chart %se ore going to loot.
for pictures of clothing. or things that c cot We %ill
find the fin:hues in each tou and then we sill mod. .ill
the plows of things to ufAr (1)1111131" our Malan
that are not dear to the t.htitiren

I ook ot the hist rou of pictures Which are pistuies
of clothing'

Continue in the Jame14 dvfor the other ton $ ajpiu hum
Now ise will mods all the pictures of things hi NeAr

(hate iitilerent shthiren owl. the inctures Irt each It of
the rows

, .....,
......., v

v..*

t

A.,/ c..._.,.
.

,....

...._ ....
...

KED NOOK LESSON Nuts you Are going to mak
some pictures in the saint w.4 in )0U1 Red lhook.

Open your book In the pogc uith the picture of the
soldier's cap at the top. It is something to %icor, so sue
will put a milk on it.

Put your cord under the host toss of pictures. MAIL
esery picture of something to %icor thot you con hind in
this low.

Slide sour Cald doun under the nest rust of pictures,
all the pictures you con find of things to %car.

Continue in this star until the page is finished,
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93-94 VERBAL MEANINGSENTENCE COMPLETION

61401.1. LESSON. I ',hl .heels to what I teal to sou
I If 'sou %sant to s tit an apple sou should use a
Can sou finish what I teal' One o. the ph.tines in this

row Lthe tirvG von finish this link story Whh.h Is the
piscine' hi/dren nitl unslt <r Altar I Ih.tt . ..ght tt

tht paring knifk Ih< ssholi. slurs would
"If sou cant to Lin an apple SOU hetild use a panng

knife "
II the link 0 not tear att. sus it ahevzion. as sou

use C1.10" to I Ia cut tipple ' and Ito Soo 1441 it salt
UP (at un apple

II someone milk the paling knife to show that a is
the .111,, had do that

Th. other the e venters, t. ar, pr, s, tat d nt the snow

2 f he sotdier leading the p iradi. was sarrying

Vlhen it gets dark. sou should turn on the _ _

is karning to tie his
RH) 10)0K 1.1--SSO \ Open sour Ned Book to the
pags ssith the pls.! ure of this parrot .d the top Mark the
pt,ture

Read the yearn, rc as at the ,roue lesson
I would ssrite.1letter It I had

2 %lother heats ssater in a
In her hair Huth swats a

4 I he tanner keeps his animals in a
f he train crosses the riser on a
An automobile must !lase a

Go en fr. the nest pat

nitat.'s, X
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SAMPLE LESSONS
KATY THE KANGAROO

An important part of the plan for training infants under three years of age is the
construction of lessons. materials, and teaching devices to accelerate the development of
cognitive skills. The training will involve lessons in fine motor coordination, perceptual
accuracy and selectivity, receptive and expressive language, and reasoning. The areas of
training are based on statistical studies of the Primary Mental Abilities of Children.

The next few pages illustrate a few of the lessons which have already been put into
use at the Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center. A brief description of each
of ten lessons is given below. The lessons are not presented in the order in which they are
shown here.

These lessons are all structural in arrangement and purpose, but the teacher is to
adapt the method of presentation rather than to follow a precise script. The lessons may
be used with individual children or with small groups. The time required for each lesson
may be only a few minutes and will never be more than fifteen or twenty minutes.

Presenting Katy

The ten lessons presented here all involve the use of a large, colored matboard
figure of Katy a kangaroo. Katy has a bright-colored plastic apron with nine transparent
plastic pockets. Katy is three feet tall and is supported by a firm tail (not shown in the
front view) so that she can be used on the floor or on a low table.

The Lessons

Lesson 1. Four bright-colored figures (all the same color) are placed in the top row
of four pockets. The pocket on her chest contains twenty cards, five identical with each
of the four figures. These cards are placed so that the back shows through the plastic.
The children draw one card at a time from this pack and place it in the second row of
pockets directly under the sample card in the first row. In the illustration of Katy, the
children have already drawn and placed correctly the circle, the squar", and the triangle.
Children sometimes want to "play the game" for a longer time. The cards from the
second row are then assembled, shuffled, and placed in the top pocket, and the game
goes on.

Lesson 2. The four colored cards shown are placed in any order in the first row of
foul pockets. The task is to draw cards one at a time from the top pocket and place
them in the second row of pockets so that they match the color of the card above them
in the first row.

Lesson 3. The four cards shown in the illustration show pictures of one, two, three,
and four candy canes. The task is to match the cards on the basis of number. With very
young children. only three, or even only two numbers are used.

Lesson 4. The four cards shown all have four orange dots, but the arrangement or
pattern of the dots varies. The task is to match the patterns.

L L. Thurstone, Primary Mental Abilities, Psychometric Monographs No. I, Univ. of
Chicago Press, 1938.

L. L Thurstone and Thelma Gv.inn Thurstone, Psychometric Monographs No. 2, Univ.
of Chicago Princ, 1941.
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Lesson 5. the lour cards shown have pictures of four Jack-W-Lanterns,vary mg in
size only. I he task is to match the pictures in size. I ur very yk.ung chi;dren two pictures,
the largest and the smallest, are used.

Summar). These five lessons develop perceptual accuracy and the concepts of
shape, color, number, arrangement, and size.

Lesson 6. The four cards used in this lesson show pictures of four people a man, a
baby, a woman, and a girl. The child's task is to match the pictures in the top pocket
with the four pictures presented.

Lesson 7. The four cards presented show pictures of four kinds of fruit. The
procedure is similar to that of Lesson 6.

-Lesson S. The four cards presented show pictures of tour elephants. The procedure
is similar to Lesson 6. Greater perceptual precision is required in this lesson.

Summer). These three lessons are planned to develop perceptual precision or
accuracy. The difficulty of the lessons covers a wide range.

Lesson 9. The four pictures presented in the top rove of four pockets show a girl, a
man, a woman, and a boy. The pictures un the cards in the pocket at the top include five
pictures each of men, %%omen, buys, and girls, all different, and none identical with the
four pictures presented. The child's task is to classify the pie tures, as shown in the
second row of four pictures. The thinking involved goes beyond perceptual accuracy to a
simple form of reasoning.

Lesson 10. The four cards presented contain pictures of four classes of animals
ammals that can fly, wild animals, animals that live in the water, and farm animals. The
pictures in the top pocket contain five pictures of each of these classes of animals which
the children sort into the appropriate pockets in the second row of four pockets,

Summarj, The last tnu lessons are planned to develop a simple kind of reasoning or
abstraction. M,t: call the task classification and the lessons cover a wide range of diffi-
culty.
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SAMPLE CURRICULUM
SOCIAL STUDIES

Young children learn social studies through the use of units of interest, field trips,
resource people and projects. Some of our units of interest have been: Communication;
Special Occasions, Holidays; People in Other Lands; All About Me; Home and Family;
Community Helpers.

Some related activities that can be used are:

Weigh and measure children for growth. Discuss what they like and
don't like.
Provide mirrors in classroom fur children to see themselves.
Take a walk in neighborhood to see housesbrick, frame, apartment
houses, housing projects, etc.
Talk about roles of family members and engage in dramatic play of
home activities like cooking, cleaning, washing, caring for baby, etc.
Talk about how money is secured and spent in the home.
invite a fireman, policeman, dairyman, nurse, etc. to come to class-
room to tell about duties and to answer questions children may
have. Role play some situations discussed.
Visit fire station, grocery store, police station, museum and other
community facilities.
Use filmstrips, records, movies, etc. to describe the use of trains,
airplanes, busses and other forms of transportation.
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SAMPLE CURRICULUM
MATHEMATICS

Mathematics in the preschool program involves sets and numbers. The following is a

brief outline, including some activities. of the sequence that is followed in the classroom:

I. Sets

62

A. Exposure to classification of objects.

Objective: lb have children return objects to their proper
places, provided places have been designated.

Activities Have children help arrange unit blocks in storage
bins according to shapes. Label areas with pictures of
the shape that should go in each section.

Draw outline of tools on pegboard so that child may
place each tool in its proper place.

B. Explanation & Discovery of Basic Ideas and Language of Sets.

Objective: Given experiences in sorting and classifying things in
his environment, and hearing the appropriate lan-
guage, the child can use this language to identify sets
around him.

Activities Ask children about sets.
"How many members are in the set of boys today?"
"How many members are using the uork bench
now ?"

Have children play "1.ind The Set" games, such as
set of mittens, of hoots, of blue sweaters, pictures,
etc.

C. Members of a Set

Objectives: To verbally describe sets to child, so that he can
distinguish between members of a set and things
which are not members.

Activities Involve a few children at a time in making sets. Use

small items which may be handled easily. Ask the
children to select a set of: (I) things that arc hard;
(2) things that roll; (3) things that are soft; (4) things
that make noise.

D. Matching One-to-One Correspondence

Objectives: Given two equivalent sets of objects or pictures, the
student can demonstrate a one-to-one matching
betweea members of the sets by physically associ-
ating the objects or pictures.

Activities Show the children 5 pencils and 5 blocks. Tell them
that you want someone to show whether there are

0 C. 06 (3



just as many members in the set of pencils as there
are in the set of blocks. After a child has done the
matching have the children discuss the fact that for
each pencil there is a block and for each block there
is a pencil.

11. Numbers

A. Natural numbers such as cardinal and ordinal, one through five

Objective: Through hearing verbal use of cardinal and ordinal
numbers, the child adopts them as part of his own
vocabulary.

Activities --Have children counting aloud in group.

Have children help count candles, beads, napkins.

Instruct children to put items away by giving them
directions which designate order such as, "put the
puzile on the second shelf."

B. Discovery and IAploration in Counting and Comparing

Object: Given an environment containing a variety of activi-
ties, the child hears, responds to and uses language
dealing with comparisons such as m the ques
non- how many?

Activities During an art lesson, you may ask: who has three
clowns in then picture; how many colors did you use
in that painting; have you painted more pictures
than John?

C. Counting

I).

t,.

Objective: Given a set of objects, the child can count the mem-
bas of the set and say corresponding numbers as he
touches each member.

Activities Give children opportunity to count by touching and
separating items as they count. Begin with big ob-
jects.

Play store. Counting objects bought or sold as well as
play money used.

Cardinal use of Numbers One through Five

Objective: The child can recognize numerals and match them
with corresponding number of objects

Given a specific set child can name the number in it
then select the corresponding numeral.

Natural Numbers
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Obtective: Given a number such as 5, either spoken or written
the child can identify and form sets containing the
given number of members.

Given a shuffled set of numeral cards, the child can
arrange them in order.

SAMPLE LESSON
BABBLE BOUNCE

Name of the Game: "Babble Bounce"
Appropriate Age: Two to five month old infants
Interaction: Individual
Positron: Caretaker's position: seated, cradling baby in lap, baby's head cupped in

caretaker's hands; face-to-face encounter so baby can watch caretaker's face

and lips.
f 1 ction: I. After baby has been fed and changed and is comfortable, repeat

(several times) some sounds with which he might be familiar in

various patterns:e.g., paired back vowels: "ahh-ahh"
mixed vowels: "ahh-uhh", "oo", "ece"
sustained consonants: "m -m-m"
step consonants: "p-p-p-p"

2. Vary your loudness and pitch to make sounds more interesting.

3. Smile and cuddle baby when "talking" to him.

4. Give baby time to make his own sounds. This reaction can be en-

couraged by "turning off" your smiling face when you've finished
talking. Baby then seems to recognize that you are waiting for him
to do something, to make a sound. When he does make a sound,
whether or not by accident, laugh, smile, pat or "nuzzle" him. If he
doesn't vocalize, continue to pause a few seconds after each series of

your sound patterns. The baby will catch on to this kind of imi-
tative play and keep the conversational ball rolling.

5. Introduce words and phrases as appropriate; also environmental or
animal sounds for rake of variety.

6. Avoid bouncing baby unnecessarily or bobbing your head as you
talk. Speech movements are small. If child is distracted from observ-
ing them by gross motor movements, much value of the activity can
be lost.

Aim of the Game: 1. To increase amount and frequency of speech-0e sounds.

2. To help baby develop a wide range of speech sounds, by
listening to the caretaker model and by imitating the care-
taker model.
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SAMPLE-LANGUAGE STIMULATION STRATEGY

Instructions to Cottage Parents
Concerning Verbal Bombardment, Language Instruction Techniques

The purpose of these suggestions is to help cads cottage parent increase the oralcommunication skills of the children while they are in their care. Depending upon theage and overall development of the children, verbal output as well as skill in language willvary considerably. These suggestions, however, are for the children who are just begin-ning to talk, between the ages of 10 months to 2 years. The value of these briefsuggestions, however, should increase as each worker makes substantial efforts to inter-pret them in as many ways possible. Being conscious of these five points should lead tomore imaginative efforts in verbal communications between cottage parents andchildren.

1. Keep your statements short and simple, not more than 3 or 4 words long, concerningthe activity in which the child is engaged or the toys with which he is playing. Thetechnique of asking, then answering your own questions pertinent to an individualchild's activity may be helpful. Exatnple: "Who is taking such big steps? Why Scottieis walking now!"

2. Repeat your statement frequently. This repetition can be supplied more effectively ifthe statement is occasionally sung by the cottage parent. Repetition has more mean-ing then.

3. Talk about only those things you are sure the children will understand, such as thecottage unit, the toys in the room, the people they see, the activities that take placeduring feeding or changing.

4. Respond to each and every attempt made by any child who speaks, even though it isonly a "noise". Respond by imitating him if possible. If imitation is impossiblebecause the sound is completely unfamiliar to adult speech, praise the child by sayingthings like: that's good, that's fine; or I like to hear you talk. Almost every voCaliZation by any child should receive immediate attention. (Except shrill screams.)
5. Children's "noises" sometimes sound very much like words. When this occurs, theword should be fed ba k to the child, rather than trying to imitate his noise. If thereis a movement or gestire for the word (such as "jump, me," etc.,) you should use thisgesture with the word as you say it.
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